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ABSTRACT
The present study investigated the relationship between
executive function, short-term memory and language usage in
Parkinsonian patients. Performance on the Executive
Interview (EXIT) and the Logical Memory subtests of the
Wechsler Memory Scale - Revised (WMS-R) was compared between
PD stages 2, 3, and 4 and age-similar controls (N = 39).
Language fluency and error patterns, as well as sequencing,
were assessed by analyzing transcripts of audiotaped
responses to the Logical Memory measures and the Spontaneous
Speech subtest of the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB).
Results showed a gradual trend of impairment on the
EXIT with increasing severity^of PD. Across all stages,
Parkinsonians showed difficulties in immediate and delayed
recal1.
Parkinsonians had more difficulty with sequencing and
reduced memory for key words and details. Story complexity
on LMI and LMII adversely affected PD performance. When
grouped by EXIT scores rather than PD stage, memory
differences were less distinct, suggesting these differences
were related to PD and not executive function alone.
On language measures, Parkinsonians performed as well
as controls overall. PD patients had more tangential speech
and overall speech errors than controls. Parkinsonians made
more concept substitutions or confabulation errors than
controls. This pattern of embellishing stories with
additional information or replacing correct information with
similar plausible material often occurs with frontal system
involvement (Fischer, et. al, 1995; Papagno & Baddeley,
1997; Cunningham, et. al, 1997).
These findings suggest a relationship between cognitive
deficits, PD stage and language functioning. PD patients'
overall language skills were adequate for this type of task,

but subtle cognitive changes could be detected through
language assessments.
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CHAPTER I
COGNITION AND LANGUAGE IN PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Introduction
There is little question that many individuals with
Parkinson's disease (PD) experience disruption in speech
production. Impaired motor abilities may result in
dysarthria as well as difficulty in writing mechanics and
speech melody (Cummings & Benson, 1989). Specific studies
have examined prosody (Darkins, Fromkin & Benson, 1988;
Wood, Richman & Eliason, 1989), syntax comprehension
(Lieberman, Friedman & Feldman, 1990), confrontational
naming (Gamsu, 1986), time relations (Natsopoulos et al.,
1991), spontaneous speech production (Illes, 1989) and
speaking rate and articulation (Caligiuri, 1989). Overall, a
number of speech or language differences have been
identified in Parkinsonian patients.
Although not frequently done, language can become a
tool to assess the integrity of cognitive functioning in
persons with PD. Verbal communication is a complex cognitive
function that not only requires a relatively intact memory
but places heavy demands on organization, integration and
sequencing abilities. Traditionally, language changes during
the course of Parkinson's disease have been attributed to
increased difficulty in forming sounds. Impairment of
language abilities, however, may suggest deterioration of
integral cognitive processes as well.
Parkinson's Disease
Parkinson's disease (PD) affects about one million
people in the United States (Hutton, 1989). This slow and
degenerative disease affects the subcortical structures of
the basal nuclei, basal forebrain, and nucleus locus
coeruleus (Jankovic, 1997).

There is a loss of cells in the

pars compacta of the substantia nigra in the basal ganglia
1

and a subsequent loss of dopamine to the striatum.
Communication between the substantia nigra and the corpus
striatum and the balance of neurotransmitters in the
striatum is impaired (Jankovic, 1997).
Symptoms of PD include, predominantly, tremor, rigidity
and bradykinesia and balance problems (Jankovic, 1997).
Other symptoms seen are stooped posture, shuffling gait,
masked facial expression, micrographia, drooling, lack of
arm swing when walking, constipation, lack of bladder
control, sexual dysfunction and depression (Bayles &
Kaszniak, 1987; Hutton, 1989).
Parkinson's disease progresses through a number of
stages. Hutton (1989) notes that these stages normally are
assessed using the Hoehn and Yahr scale (Hoehn & Yahr,
1967), ranging from mild, unilateral symptoms (stage 1) to
total confinement (stage 5 ) . Progression of the disease is
highly variable, ranging from 5-20 years to reach Hoehn &
Yahr stages 4 or 5, and is positively affected by the use of
medication.
Disease Effects on Executive Functioning
While Parkinson's disease can affect cognition in a
number of ways, its initial effect is most noticeable on
executive function. Generally speaking, executive function
is defined as a psychological process that allows one to
control activation or inhibition of behavioral responses
based on some neural representation in order to adapt to
immediate situations, short-term and long-term goals
(Eslinger, 1996). In other words, executive function is the
mechanism by which a person is able to interpret and adapt
to novel situations or problems. Often deficits in this area
are seen in individuals whose frontal lobes or subcortical
areas connected to the frontal lobes have been damaged
(Denckla, 1996).

Elias and Treland (in press, 1997) utilize the acronym
SOS-MOMMI to represent components of executive functioning.
The acronym is broken down to: selection, organization,
sequencing, motivation, monitoring, memory and inhibition.
Each aspect is integral to an understanding of the role of
executive functioning in everyday problem-solving and goaldirected behaviors. Not only must a behavior be selected,
but a plan to accomplish that behavior developed or
organized and acted out in the appropriate sequence or
order. Motivation to accomplish the objective must be
present, and effectiveness of the plan monitored. Memory of
what has been done and what steps remain is crucial, as is
the ability to inhibit some actions in favor of others.
Disruption of these processes may have significant
impact upon an individual's ability to function
independently. Neurologically, damage to the frontal lobes
or subcortical areas projecting to the frontal lobes
frequently produce deficits in executive functioning. There
are three areas of the prefrontal cortex (prefrontaldorsolateral, prefrontal-lateral orbital, and prefrontalanterior cingulate circuits) that have been specifically
identified as important in executive function (Elias &
Treland, in press), each involving the subcortex. Elias and
Treland (in press) stated that because these circuits share
subcortical structures, the basal ganglia play an important
functional role in frontal lobe circuitry, and therefore,
executive function. Because of this, executive functioning
ability often is impaired in Parkinson's disease. As this is
a progressive disease, those abilities may be seen to
deteriorate as individuals move through disease stages.
Proper assessment of executive functioning (EF) in
Parkinsonian patients is crucial due to the insidious nature
of EF impairment and its far reaching effects on everyday
activities. Elias and Treland (1999) reported that
Parkinsonian patients may not appear cognitively impaired

based on results of the commonly used screening device, the
Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE), yet show significant
impairment on the Executive Interview (EXIT), a bedside
assessment of executive functioning ability (Royall, Mahurin
& Gray, 1992). Research suggests that progression of PD is
reflected by increasing EXIT scores, indicating continuing
loss of executive functioning (Elias & Treland, 1999).
Several researchers perceive executive function to be
verbally mediated (Eslinger, 1996). Eslinger (1996) stated
that there is a strong relationship between language
competence and measures of executive function that require
use of rule-governed behavior. Not only is deficient
language processing seen as affecting working memory but
also those deficits may have an impact on verbal selfregulation (Eslinger, 1996). Through verbal se1f-regulation,
one is able to think about and guide responses by verbal
mediation (Eslinger, 1996).
Therefore, executive functioning impacts an
individual's ability to interpret and respond effectively to
an ever-changing environment. In fact, EF deficits do not
significantly impair ability to function in a highly
structured, predictable environment but, rather, faced with
a novel situation or task executive impairment becomes more
apparent. Due to the possible role of language in executive
functioning, changes in language abilities may be one of the
first subtle indicators of EF impairment.
Cognitive Impairment in Parkinson's Disease
Attention, memory, speed of information processing and
visuospatial abilities are also negatively affected by the
progression of PD (Fisk & Doble, 1992; Levin et al., 1992).
Specifically, Taylor and Saint-Cyr (1995) reported many
components of memory are relatively intact, but that shortterm memory for novel information and procedural problemsolving was difficult for Parkinsonian patients.

Parkinsonian patients also had difficulty with recalling
time-specific events, spontaneous recall, and the learning
of word pairings (Fisk & Doble, 1992; Levin et al., 1992).
Bradyphrenia, or slowness of thought, may be seen in some
Parkinsonians (Levin et al., 1992).
Levin et al. (1992) reported cognitive disturbances in
five areas of visuospatial processing in Parkinsonian
patients: visual analysis and synthesis, facial recognition,
judgment of decision, orientation and distance, and
constructional praxis and spatial attention. Assessed in
different ways, deficits appeared in all areas in PD
patients. This was independent of global dementia as
deficits were found in PD patients mildly affected by
dementia (Fisk & Doble. 1992). Taylor and Saint-Cyr (1995)
noted that these deficits were not perceptual per se, but
rather, problems appeared when Parkinsonian patients had to
depend upon subjective orientation for guidance such as
using an internal map or their own body as a reference point
for movement.
The overall neuropsychological impairment accompanying
PD is related to management of novel information or input
(Taylor & Saint-Cyr, 1995). When a Parkinsonian patient
faces a high effort-demanding task or situation with which
he has no experience, given no explicit guidelines and
required to develop his own plans or actions, he will have
difficulty. The difficulty is not modality specific (Taylor
& Saint-Cyr, 1995) but dependent upon task conditions.
Speech and Language Disruption
About half of all persons with PD develop speech
problems as a result of the disease (Biakesley, 1989). Some
deficits reflect motor skill disruption characteristic of
PD. Speech problems may include poor volume control,
imprecise pronunciation, slurred speech, rushes of rapid
speech, loss of natural pauses, breathy or high pitched
5

speech, lack of inflection and difficulty in initiating or
stopping vocalizations.
Much of the language-related research in PD has focused
on articulation and speech production. An examination of the
literature reveals inconsistent or contradictory findings in
areas such as vocabulary, confrontational and generative
naming, lexical access tasks, and other informationprocessing abilities (Lieberman, Friedman & Feldman, 1990;
Illes, Metter, Hanson & Iritani, 1988). Parkinsonian
patients showed selective impairment in category naming
fluency (Auriacombe et al. 1993), possibly due to lexical
retrieval problems rather than a memory deficit.
Illes et al. (1988) reported possible difficulty in
speech planning and lexical access, problems starting and
stopping speech, an inability to cluster verbal material to
facilitate recall, difficulty in shifting sets and in the
completion of concepts. The authors found evidence of
deficits in generative naming, syntactic judgments, and
lexical disambiguation. Speech patterns in PD patients
tended to be terse, with less empty speech (restricted
information content in conversation) and more hesitations
(especially at sentence initiation positions and between
mandatory and optional phrases).
Lieberman et al. (1992) pointed out that PD patients
have Broca-like problems due to subcortical damage.
Productive symptoms of Broca's aphasia include omission of
grammatical morphemes; grossly simplified sentence
structure; effortful, dysprosodic, misarticulated speech,
and, short utterance length (Berndt, 1987). This damage also
affects sequencing and execution. Lieberman et al. (1992)
suggested that the neurological basis for language deficits
lies in deterioration of circuits that foster prefrontal
cortical activity, affecting the ability to organize and
maintain related information in a fixed sequence, relate

different sets of information and integrate information
differently to produce novel or meaningful interpretations.
Comparison Studies
A major area of research interest has been language
deficit differences among various disease processes,
including Alzheimer's disease (AD), Huntington's disease
(HD), multi-infarct dementia (MID) and PD. Performance
comparisons of these groups have been done (Cummings &
Benson, 1989; Cummings, Darkins, Mendez, Hill & Benson,
1988), and some researchers have compared these groups to
subjects with cortical and subcortical dementias (Huber,
Shuttleworth, Paulson, Bellchambers & Clapp, 1986).
Cummings and Benson (1989) and Cummings et al. (1988)
assessed language skills of these groups extensively, using
a battery of 37 subtests from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia
Examination (BDAE; Goodglass & Kaplan, 1972) and Western
Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertesz & Poole, 1974). It was
determined that Parkinson's and Alzheimer's (AD) patients
clearly were different in their language patterns.
Parkinsonian patients were significantly impaired in
dysarthria measures, grammatical complexity, and writing
mechanics. Phrase length and grammatical complexity were
more disrupted, but PD subjects were better than AD on
information content of spontaneous speech, confrontational
naming and word list generation. Reading skills were
relatively preserved in PD patients, although these subjects
produced shorter phrase lengths and had more stuttered
repetition.
Language skills were relatively spared in PD patients
with equally severe dementia when compared to AD patients.
Some comprehension and naming difficulties were revealed,
but it is possible that severe disturbances in subcortical
processes could interfere with these functions. Parkinsonian
patients had more syntactic abnormalities than semantic
7

ones. This is opposite of the AD profile. Cummings and
Benson (1989) state that these abnorrtialities may be related
to motor problems, but involvement of the subcortical nuclei
and projections may be necessary in mediation of syntactic
functions.
Cummings et al. (1988) compared demented and nondemented PD patients with AD patients. Patients were
classified as demented based on Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) scores between 12 and 24. Parkinsonian
patients without overt dementia were found to have changes
in mechanical aspects of speech, writing and liguistic
alterations. There were significant abnormalities in phrase
length, grammatical complexity, speech melody, writing
mechanics, writing to dictation, narrative writing, word
list generation, loudness, pitch, articulation, speech rate
and overall speech intelligibility (Cummings et al., 1988).
There was a reduction in the information content of their
spontaneous speech and in comprehension of complex commands.
No abnormalities were reported for this group in
comprehension, repetition, naming, reading, and automatic
speech.
In contrast, PD patients with dementia were found to
have more abnormal language than nondemented PD subjects.
With increasing severity of dementia in Parkinson's disease,
there was continued reduction of phrase length, diminishing
information content of spontaneous speech, anomia, and
impaired comprehension of written sentences. These declines
were not observed in AD patients with increased severity of
dementia. In other words, the authors found no significant
correlation between dementia severity and declines in
language skills in AD patients. It is possible that the loss
of language abilities in PD may reflect deterioration of
overall cognitive abilities rather than degeneration of
language areas of the cortex seen in Alzheimer's patients.

8

Illes (1989) used audiotaped speech samples to examine
organization and production of language, while assessing
semantic and syntactic abilities. The study compared AD, PD
and HD patients against normal controls. Temporal form,
syntactic form and lexical form of language samples were
compared. Illes (1989) found that duration and not frequency
of silent hesitations was important in spontaneous speech of
PD patients. Hesitations at the beginning of sentences were
found in PD and AD patients, indicating an inability to
formulate or plan a linguistic sequence. Patients identified
as moderate PD or AD were found to have hesitations at
sentence boundaries, suggesting possible difficulty with
decisions about linguistic integration of clauses and
selection of positioning for nouns, predicates, etc.
In Parkinsonian patients, hesitations were longer
before phrases that added information without modifying the
sentence. Illes (1989) found that during early stages of the
disease. Parkinsonian patients depend heavily upon open
class phrases as a communication strategy to convey as much
information as possible in a single utterance, minimizing
motor activity. Open class phrases contain content words
such as nouns, verbs and adverbs (i.e. , I went to school in
Chicago). contrasted with closed class phrases utilizing
functional words such as articles, prepositions and pronouns
(i.e., I went to school over there). However, As PD
progresses, use of open class phrases is less effective.
Illes (1989) concluded that lexical access and keeping track
of distant subjects becomes increasingly difficult as
cognitive functioning deteriorates. This conclusion was
supported by the increase in long silent hesitations
preceding optional phrases in the moderate PD group, when
compared to mild PD and controls. There were no significant
differences in within-phrase hesitations (word-finding) but
with a spontaneous speech task it is possible to utilize
strategies to limit and possibly conceal any difficulties.

There were many interruptions in the speech patterns of
AD and HD patients, reflecting aborted phrases and selfcorrection. This behavior was not evident in Parkinsonian
patients. It is not certain if this is because PD patients
are unaware of their language performance or if they avoid
extraneous or empty speech as a strategy. Illes (1989)
stated that syntactic complexity was intact in these
subjects. One notable difference was the increased number of
optional phrases in PD patients. Usually, their language is
terse and conservative, but in this instance there may have
been an inability to exit from a "cognitive loop,
consistent with difficulties in starting and stopping motor
acts (Illes, 1989).
Finally, several researchers have investigated
differences in language abilities based on progression of
the disease. Levin, Llabre and Weiner (1985) compared
performance of Parkinsonian patients with a diagnosis of
less than two years on a battery of neuropsychological tasks
from normal controls. The PD patients were found to be
significantly more impaired on verbal fluency, ability to
state months backward and proverb interpretation than
controls. There were no significant differences in word
retrieval, conceptual reasoning, or recitation of learned
information in sequence. Parkinsonian patients were
significantly impaired on all memory tasks for both
immediate and delayed recall of verbal discourse and word
1 ists.
Statement of the Problem
Although researchers have identified a number of
language changes relative to Parkinson's disease as well as
cognitive deficits, there have been few studies that attempt
to more directly clarify the relationship between language
usage and cognitive function. The literature indicates that
functional language losses are not random, but related to
10

sequencing, organization, and syntax. The similarities
between those losses and recognized cognitive losses suggest
a strong relationship in that language usage may reflect
subtle changes in cognitive functioning before these changes
are outwardly apparent.
In addition, there are several issues that have not
been addressed. There have been a number of studies using
spontaneous speech samples to identify language or speech
differences, but no study that compared a spontaneous speech
sample to a narrative sample. Although Luria's work figures
prominently in the assessment of executive function with the
EXIT, language production changes have not been related to
the level of executive functioning.
Interpretation of the components of spontaneous speech,
narrative or structured speech, memory and executive
function and their relationship to one another would provide
a much richer understanding of Parkinson's disease and its
impact on those individuals affected. The benefit of the
current research, in addition to advancing understanding in
this field, is that it may provide an additional parameter
for diagnosis and treatment.
The three primary instruments that were used in this
study are: the Executive Interview (EXIT; Royall, Mahurin &
Gray, 1992), the Logical Memory subtest of the Wechsler
Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R; Wechsler, 1987) and the
Spontaneous Speech subtest of the Western Aphasia Battery
(WAB)(Kertesz & Poole, 1974). Each assessment targets
specific components of cognition, memory and, therefore,
language.
It was expected that PD patients would score higher on
the EXIT than age-equivalent controls. Higher scores on the
EXIT are more predictive of impaired executive functioning.
It was expected that scores would increase with progression
or severity of the disease. Both immediate and delayed
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recall sum scores on the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest were
expected to be inversely related to EXIT scores.
It was expected that PD patients would present a
different profile of language skills than controls in terms
of simpler syntax, less use of strategies, longer but less
complex sentences, decreased vocabulary and more
hesitations. It was not expected that PD patients would
self-correct errors readily. It was expected that syntax
errors would be related to cognitive deficits.
The severity of language impairment was expected to be
related to the stage of the disease and degree of executive
function as defined by the EXIT. As Parkinson's disease
progresses, the neural pathways become more compromised. As
a result, significant abnormalities in phrase length,
content, syntactic complexity and filled hesitations were
expected. The cognitive demands required in appropriate use
of syntax make it especially sensitive to disruption.
Sequencing and organizational abilities as measured by
performance on the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest were
expected to be increasingly compromised with stage or
severity of Parkinson's disease.

12

CHAPTER II
METHODS
Subjects
There were 39 subjects in the study. Parkinsonian
subjects included 29 individuals diagnosed with Parkinson's
disease who were being treated in an outpatient setting and
identified as being categorized as Mild (Stage 2 ) , Moderate
(Stage 3) or Severe (Stage 4 ) . There were 10 subjects
classified as Stage 2 PD, 9 subjects classified as Stage 3
and 10 subjects classified as Stage 4. There were 10 agesimilar control subjects. One Stage 3 subject was eliminated
due to a diagnosis change. Premorbid language function was
normal, and subjects did not have a history of aphasia or
stroke. Subjects and controls were recruited from the
Neurology Research and Education Center at St. Mary's of the
Plains Hospital, Lubbock, TX. All Parkinsonians were taking
anti-Parkinsonism medication and all were being treated with
L-dopa.
Measures
The Executive Interview (or EXIT) is a
neuropsychological measure that assesses frontal systems
impairment of executive function. The EXIT (Royall, Mahurin
& Gray, 1992) provides information about sequencing ability,
self-monitoring, inhibition of irrelevant material, goalformation and organizational abilities in a summary fashion.
The 25-item test does not measure these abilities directly
but by observing behavioral responses to items triggering
executive dyscontrol. A higher EXIT score is indicative of
greater executive dyscontrol. The instrument has high
internal consistency (Cronbach « = .87) and interrater
reliability (r = .91)(Royall, Mahurin & Gray, 1992). It
correlates with other familiar measures of executive
function as follows: Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (r = .54),
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Trail Making Part A (r = .73), Trail Making Part B (r = .82)
and Serial Attention Test (Time, r = .82; Errors, r = .83).
Royall, et al. (1993), report the EXIT to be highly
correlated with disruptive behavior as measured by the
Nursing Home Behavior Problem Scale (r = .79).
The WMS-R Logical Memory subtest assesses immediate and
delayed recall memory within the format of a structured
story. The subtest is comprised of two short paragraphs or
stories, the first containing 24 memory units or ideas and
the second including 22 memory units. Subjects are asked to
repeat each story after presentation and then after a 15
minute delay. Standard scoring is one point for each memory
unit recalled, with the total score being the number of
units recalled for the combined paragraphs.
Because Logical Memory is only one subtest of the WMSR, the weighted raw score and index were not used (Wechsler,
1987). Normally, the sum of the weighted scores of the five
composites is converted to an Index, each with a mean of 100
and standard deviation of 15. According to Wechsler (1987),
some of the comparisons of subtest scores are of clinical
interest and immediate and delayed recall as measured by the
Logical Memory subtest is of sufficient reliability to use
for such comparisons. In these comparisons, percentile
equivalents of raw scores are used. Averaged across all ages
the reliability coefficient for the subtest is .74 for
Logical Memory I (immediate recall) and .75 for Logical
Memory II (delayed recall). Using two scorers across 60
sets, interscorer reliability coefficient is .99 for Logical
Memory I and .97 for Logical Memory II (Wechsler, 1987).
In addition to assessing memory via immediate and
delayed semantic recall, the WMS-R Logical Memory task
(Wechsler, 1987) was used as a language measure as well.
This is an unusual use of this subtest. Normally, subjects
obtain a sum score on the Logical Memory task reflecting
memory. In this study, subject responses were audiotaped,
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and transcribed for language analysis. By transcribing the
verbal responses, data collected were expected to provide
information about sequencing and organizational abilities,
vocabulary, semantic and syntactic usage, and sentence
planning.
The WAB Spontaneous Speech subtest examines verbal
fluency and content via an open-ended verbal description of
a stimulus picture. The Spontaneous Speech subtest of the
Western Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertesz & Poole, 1974) is an
open-ended language assessment. Subjects are presented with
a visual stimulus and are asked to describe action in the
picture. This measure assesses verbal fluency, complexity,
and relational aspects of language. The Western Aphasia
Battery is standardized, with high construct validity,
internal consistency, test-retest reliability, intra- and
inter-judge reliability (Kertesz & Phipps, 1980; Risser &
Spreen, 1985). The reliability coefficient for the
Spontaneous Speech subtest is .98 for functional content and
.96 for fluency. This language sample was transcribed and
analyzed for language content and function.
Procedures
Subjects were tested during a regular clinic visit. The
entire battery took approximately 45-60 minutes to complete.
Testing was conducted in a quiet room, with minimal
distractions. Subjects were asked to sign informed consent
forms, and were told that their responses would be
audiotaped. Every effort was made to eliminate identifying
information. The examiners administered the tasks without
rushing and clearly announced changes in tasks.
Testing was divided into two sections administered by
two examiners. One section consisted of the EXIT (Royall,
Mahurin & Gray, 1992); the other section included the
immediate and delayed recall conditions of the WMS-R Logical
Memory subtest (Wechsler, 1987) and the Spontaneous Speech
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subtest of the WAB (Kertesz &, Poole, 1974). The examiners
tested two subjects concurrently, exchanging subjects when
one section was completed. Subjects were assigned to initial
sections of testing in no particular order.
Language skills were assessed using two types of
language samples. A spontaneous speech sample was recorded
on audio tape, utilizing the Spontaneous Speech subtest of
the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB). Two narrative samples,
taken from the immediate and delayed recall conditions of
the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest also were recorded. The
spontaneous speech sample and narrative samples assess
different cognitive functions. The narrative was expected to
reflect sequencing abilities and structured thought. The
spontaneous speech sample was less structured. A spontaneous
speech sample alone could be affected by circumlocutions and
other compensatory speech. Audiotaped subject responses to
these tasks were transcribed for further language analysis.
On the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest, each participant
was told a brief story and asked to repeat the story they
heard immediately and a few minutes later. If the person
remembered key points or words, they were given credit and
obtain a sum score for the specific amount of information
retained. In this study, the above protocol was followed and
subjects received sum scores for immediate and delayed
recal1.
Responses also were audiotaped and transcribed
verbatim. Transcripts of the audiotaped responses were used
to determine an overall memory score, the number of key
words and details repeated, and to measure various
components of language usage. These components included
fluency measures (total number of utterances, total number
of words, number of different words, mean length of
utterances and rate of speech), diversity measures such as
the frequency of pronoun and conjunction usage, and types of
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speech errors (mazes, tangential speech, substitutions and
total number of errors).
The sequence in which information was remembered was
noted, a deviation from the usual procedure. This was used
to determine how these individuals organize the information
they have been given, examining the data for alterations
from the original organization of the stories.
The Spontaneous Speech subtest of the WAB requires
individuals to describe what they see in a stimulus picture.
Transcripts of audiotaped responses were analyzed in a
manner similar to the narrative samples regarding language
components such as fluency and diversity measures and
pattern of speech errors.
Subjects also were given the Executive Interview (EXIT)
which is used to assess executive function and involvement
of the frontal systems.

The relationship between EXIT

scores and PD stage was expected to provide information
about cognitive impairments identified in this study.
Upon completion of the assessments, the language
samples were transcribed and entered into a file. These
transcripts were partially analyzed with a computer program
known as Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT;
Miller & Chapman, 1985). SALT was utilized to standardize
analysis of samples. The program facilitates systematic
assessment of such information as the number of words
produced, syntactical complexity, paraphasias or mazes.
Standard assessment of language deficits generally provides
a single score, and individuals may fall within a normal
range and still have language impairments. SALT allows
delineation of speech impairments and picks up subtle
differences. Information was aggregate, and individuals were
sorted by PD stage and EXIT scores.
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Analysis
Subjects were assigned to one of four groups (control
or PD stage 2, 3 or 4 ) . PD stage (Hoehn & Yahr, 1967) is
determined by the outpatient clinic physician.

Stages are

differentiated as: Stage 2 - bilateral symptoms with balance
intact; Stage 3 - bilateral symptoms with balance impaired;
and. Stage 4 - bilateral symptoms, balance impaired, and
everyday functioning impaired.
The multiple hypotheses required assessment of group
differences, stage within group differences, and
correlations between language variables and cognitive
variables.
Group differences were addressed by correlational
matrices, analysis of variance and ANCOVA if assumptions
were met.
For example, to assess the proposed relationship
between executive function and Parkinson's disease. EXIT
scores were compared by group. EXIT scores also were
compared to WMS-R Logical Memory subtest sum scores
(immediate and delayed) summed across groups. It was
expected that higher EXIT scores and lower Logical Memory
scores would occur as PD stage increased.
Individual scores for phrase length, syntactic
complexity, number of words produced, error types,
hesitation length and position, vocabulary size and quality,
and sequencing/organizational ability were derived from the
three language samples collected. Those scores were used to
assess language impairment by group.
Age-normative data are available for the WMS-R.
Impairment scores are available for the EXIT and WMS-R.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Explanation of Data Analyses
The analyses performed with this data set were directed
toward establishing the relationship between stage of PD and
performance on the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R).
Executive function and components of language were
investigated for their relationship to PD and performance on
the WMS-R immediate and delayed recall (Logical Memory I &
II).
The first set of analyses focused on the relationship
of executive function to stage of PD and control subject
status. The analyses appear in the form of one-way ANOVAS
followed by appropriate post-hoc (LSD) analyses. In some
cases, the LSD test was applied as an a priori test where
appropriate. Correlational data in the form of Pearson x's
is found at the end of the analysis section and in the
appendices. Graphs and tables of means and standard
deviations are provided for all analyses. Omega squared
values are provided for all significant £ values.
The second and third set of analyses focused on group
differences in WMS-R Logical Memory immediate and delayed
recall performance. The same analytic approach was used as
described for the initial executive function analyses.
The fourth set of data analyses focused on measures
that investigated performance on the WMS-R relative to
language complexity of the stories and the ability of
participants to recall either key words or key details. The
ability to recall the stories in appropriate sequence was
also investigated at this point in the analyses. The
approach is similar to that followed in the first set of
analyses.
A fifth set of analyses, using the one-way ANOVA format
was conducted on groups defined by three levels of EXIT
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scores as determined from the literature (Elias & Treland,
in press). The dependent variables were those from the WMS-R
investigation in the previous data set (Set IV).
The sixth and seventh set of analyses used the one-way
ANOVA format to investigate group differences in language
performance.
The final set of data analyses used correlation
matrices to examine the relationships between variables
assessed in the previous analysis, and to help clarify the
uniform nature of many of the analyses.
There are no corrections made for Type I error in the
multiple ANOVAs given that the multiple analyses provided a
clear pattern of outcomes, and following the results of the
overall analyses, subsequent analyses could be reduced to
several efficiently measured variables. It is recognized
that there is potential for Type I error through the number
of analyses related to the same hypothesis. The P values are
approximate, and to correct would cause a loss of
information.
Executive Function Differences
It was expected that Parkinsonian patients would score
significantly higher on the EXIT than controls. As
predicted, a one-way analysis of variance revealed a
significant main effect across groups on the EXIT (F(3,35) =
4.39, p < .01, w = .21). Means and standard deviations for
EXIT scores for each group can be seen in Table 1.
A priori LSD contrasts indicated PD patients classified
as Stage 4 scored significantly higher on the EXIT than all
other groups. Stage 4 EXIT scores were clearly different
than controls (p < .0009). Stage 2 performance differed from
Stage 4 (p < .05) but was not different from controls. While
Stage 2 and 3 did not differ significantly from one another
or from controls, performance differences between Stage 3
and 4 approached significance (p < .06).
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As can be seen in Figure 1, this pattern suggests a
gradual trend of increased impairment with advancement of
Parkinson's disease. Correlational analysis indicated that
neither age nor education was a significant factor in EXIT
performance. A table of intercorrelations between variables
can be found in Appendix C.
Memory Differences Related to Language
There was a significant main effect for both the
immediate recall condition (WMS-R Logical Memory I) (F
(3,35) = 3.12, n < -03, to = -14) and the delayed recall
condition (WMS-R Logical Memory II) (F (3,35) = 6.68, p <
.001, to = .30) for PD stages and controls. Means and
standard deviations can seen on Table 2.

A priori contrasts

showed PD immediate memory scores to be significantly lower
than those of controls. Stage 3 (p < .05) and Stage 4 (p <
.005) clearly differed from controls, and the Stage 2 group
approached a significant difference (p < .07) from controls.
Figure 2 indicates a gradual drop in scores as severity
of PD increases. Age was not a significant correlate to
performance although education approached significance (p <
.06). There were no significant group differences in age (p
= .76) or education (p = .30).
The delayed recall condition showed a pattern similar
to that of immediate recall (Fig. 3). A priori LSD contrasts
indicated performance by all PD groups was significantly
poorer than that of controls (£ < .01). However, in both the
immediate and delayed condition, the memory scores did not
differ significantly among the PD groups. For the delayed
condition, there was no significant correlation and no
interaction between age and education.
An additional analysis was done to examine any
performance differences between groups on the Logical Memory
subtest due to complexity of the story presented. Means and
standard deviations for each story can be seen in Table 3.
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For the immediate recall condition, there was a significant
main effect for Story A of the Logical Memory subtest (F
(3,35) = 4.03. p < .01, to = .19). All groups performed
equally well on Story B (F (3,35) = 1.83, p < .16).
The difficulty of Story A clearly discriminated
Parkinsonian patients from controls. Story A contains
several embedded clauses requiring more tracking in order to
retain the information and comprehend the key points of the
story.

The text of these stories from the Wechsler Memory

Scale - Revised (WMS-R) may be found in Appendix D.

For the

immediate condition, a priori LSD contrasts showed Stages 2
(p < .03) and 4 (£ < .001) performed significantly worse
than controls on Story A, while Stage 3 approached
significance (p < .07). There was no significant difference
in performance among the PD patients. This may be clearly
seen in Figure 4.
A priori examination of group differences on Story B in
the immediate recall condition revealed significant
difference between Stage 4 PD and controls (p < .03).
Performance differences between controls and Stage 3
approached significance (p < .08). There was no significant
difference between Stage 2 and controls for Story B.
There was no significant difference in performance
among PD groups; all differences were between controls and
Parkinsonians. As can be seen in Figure 5, there is a more
gradual decrease in performance levels with increasing
severity of PD on Story B.
In the delayed condition (Logical Memory II), group
differences were seen with both stories. There was a
significant main effect for Story A (F (3,35) = 6.71, p <
.001, to = .30) and Story B (F (3,35) = 4.25, p < .01, ^ =
.20). As in the immediate condition, Story A discriminated
between controls and PD patients. All PD groups differed
significantly from controls (Stage 2 - p < .004; Stage 3 - p
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< .002; Stage 3 - p < .0001). There were no significant
differences found among PD groups.
For Story B, a similar performance pattern was seen.
Stage 3 (p < .03) and Stage 4 (p < .001) were clearly
different from controls. However, Stage 2 and controls only
approached significance (p < .08). In addition, the
difference between Stage 2 and Stage 4 approached
significance (p < .09). This would suggest that performance
may decrease with increased severity of PD due to additional
memory demands.
Figures 6 and 7 clearly show performance differences
between groups for the two stories. As in the immediate
condition, not only are the overall scores depressed but all
PD groups performed more poorly than controls (Fig. 6 ) .
Figure 7 shows a more gradual progression from controls to
Stage 4 on Story B.
This pattern suggests that the structure of Story A
affects performance of PD patients more than that of Story
B. Even in the easier story (Story B ) , the cognitive demands
began to produce worsening performance as early as Stage 2
and were reflected by more profound differences with disease
progression. Story A, with the added complexity, immediately
showed performance differences which cut across all stages
of PD. As expected, overall scores decreased in the delayed
recall condition from those produced immediately after
hearing the stories, although less often for controls than
any of the PD groups.
In addition to overall performance on the Logical
Memory subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R),
two other components of memory were examined. Because
performance on the Logical Memory task depends upon recall
of specific target items, the question was asked how well PD
patients remembered target items important to recreation of
the story (key words) and additional details less essential
to the gist of the story (key details).
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The literature on Parkinson's disease consistently
reports sequencing difficulty in PD patients. Due to the
nature of this study, it was possible to review written
transcripts for both immediate and delayed conditions and
code the sequence of the information reported by each
subject. A score was obtained using cross-products of the
order of item recall by order of the presentation. The
largest cross-product (covariance) that could be obtained
would be a perfect match of order between actual story
progression and order of recall of items. Larger crossproduct scores represent better matching.
In the immediate condition, a main effect was found for
key words (F (3,35) = 4.84, p < .006, 6 = .23). Details
remembered (F (3,35) = 2.69, p < .06), sequencing for Story
A (F (3,35) = 2.28, p < .09) and sequencing for Story B (F
(3,35) = 2.47, p < .07) all approached significance. Means
and standard deviations can be seen in Table 4.
A priori LSD contrasts for key-words-remembered showed
both Stage 3 (p < .01) and Stage 4 (p < .0008) to be
significantly different from controls. Stage 2 approached
significant difference from controls (p < .06) and from
Stage 4 (p < .08). There were no other between-group
differences seen. Figure 8 indicates a gradual trend of
fewer items remembered as the severity of PD increases.
A priori analysis of memory for non-essential details
revealed significant differences only between Stage 4 and
controls (p < .007). All other PD groups performed as well
as controls. Figure 9 shows a slight trend of increased
impairment with Stage 2 and Stage 3 to be performing at
similar levels.
Sequencing performance on Story A for the immediate
recall condition showed only a significant difference
between Stage 4 and controls (p < .01). No other group
differences were seen (Fig. 10). A priori analysis of
sequencing performance on Story B revealed significant
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difference between both Stage 3 (p < .03) and Stage 4 (p <
.02) and controls, as shown in Figure 11. No other group
differences were identified.
In the delayed recall condition, there was a main
effect for key words (F (3,35) = 10.92, p < .00003, © =
.43), details (F (3,35) = 4.33, p < .01, © = .20),
sequencing on Story A (F (3,35) = 5.95, p < .002, © = -28)
and sequencing on Story B (F (3,35) = 6.55, p < .001, 6 =
.30). Means and standard deviations can be seen in Table 4.
A priori analysis indicated that all PD groups were
significantly worse at remembering key words than controls
(Stage 2 - p < .01); Stage 3 - p < .0004; Stage 4 - p <
.000003). There was also significant difference between
Stage 2 and Stage 4 (p < .007). No other group differences
were found. This clear progression of impairment can be seen
in Figure 12.
This same pattern was found in memory for details in
the delayed recall condition. All PD groups differed
significantly from controls (Stage 2 - p < .04; Stage 3 - p
< .01; Stage 4 - p < .001). No other group differences were
found. This is shown in Figure 13.
Once again, a priori analysis indicated significant
differences between all PD groups and controls on sequencing
for Story A in the delayed recall condition (Stage 2 - p <
.003; Stage 3 - p < .005; Stage 4 - p < .0003). There were
no other group differences found.
The clear difference between performance of PD patients
and controls can be seen in Figure 14. For the easier Story
B, this demarcation was not as distinct. Stage 3 (p < .001)
and Stage 4 (p < .0003) were significantly different from
controls, but Stage 2 only approached significance (p <
.07). Stage 2 was significantly different from Stage 4 (p <
.02), but there were no other group differences. As can be
seen in Figure 15, Stage 2 performance was more similar to
that of controls than either of the other PD groups.
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Memory Performance and Executive Functioning
While clear differences were seen between PD groups and
controls on various aspects of the memory task, the question
remains as to whether these differences are related to
cognitive deficits seen in the executive function measure
(EXIT). An additional analysis was done to determine how
executive function played a part in overall memory
performance. Groups were re-defined by EXIT scores of < 10
(Group l-normal functioning), between 10-15 (Group 2-mild
impairment) and > 15 (Group 3-significant impairment). The
cut-off score for significant cognitive impairment is 15; a
higher score is considered indicative of cognitive deficits
and impaired executive functioning (Royall, Mahurin & Gray;
1992).
When EXIT scores were used to form three groups, a
significant main effect was found for key words in the
immediate recall condition of the WMS-R Logical Memory
subtest (F (2,35) = 4.16, p < .02, 6 = .14). There were no
other main effects for overall memory score, story details,
sequencing performance or raw scores for either story in the
immediate recall condition, although scores on Story A (p <
.088) and sequencing for Story A (p < .089) approached
significance. Means and standard deviations may be found in
Table 5.
A priori analysis of overall scores on Logical Memory I
indicated that there was a significant difference between
Group 1 and Group 3 (p < .05). No other group differences
were found. Memory for key words in the immediate recall
condition showed significant performance differences between
Group 1 (EXIT scores < 10) and the other two groups (Group
2, p < .05; Group 3, p < .008) as seen in Figure 16.
Differences between Group 2 and Group 3 were not
significant. There were no significant group differences for
key details remembered in the immediate recall condition.
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On Story A of the Logical Memory subtest, only Group 1
and Group 3 differed significantly (p < .03)(Fig. 17). This
pattern was also seen in sequencing performance on Story A
(p < .04)(Fig. 18).

However, difference between Group 1 and

Group 2 approached significant levels (p < .08) in
sequencing for Story A.

There were no significant raw score

differences for Story B of the Logical Memory subtest
between groups (Fig. 19).
Additionally, a priori LSD contrasts showed that
although there was not a main effect for sequencing
performance on Story B, differences approaching significance
(p < .09) were found between Group 1 and Group 3 (Fig. 20).
For the delayed recall condition, main effects were
found for all of the memory measures. Means and standard
deviations can be found in Table 5. There was a main effect
for overall score on the Logical Memory II subtest (F (2,35)
= 6.94, p < .002, to = .24)(Figure 21).
Additionally, a priori analysis showed significant
differences between the performance of subjects with EXlTs <
10 (Group 1) and that of Group 2 (p < .006) and Group 3 (p <
.001) on the Logical Memory II subtest. This suggests that
cognitive deficits may be present even before EXIT scores
would indicate impairment (EXIT >15).
There was a main effect for key-words-remembered (£
(2,35) = 8.65, p < .0008, 6 = .29), with a priori analysis
showing significant differences between Group 1 and the
other two groups (Group 2, p < .003; Group 3, p < .0004).
This can be seen in Figure 22.
A main effect was found for story details remembered (F
(2,35) = 4.23, p < .02, © = .14), with a priori analysis
showing Group 1 significantly different from the other two
groups (Group 2, p < .03); Group 3, p < .01). There were no
other group differences. This can be seen in Figure 23.
There was a main effect for raw scores for both Story A
(F (2,35) = 6.01, p < .005, © = -21) and Story B (F (2,35) =
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5.83, p < .006, to = .20). A priori analysis indicated
significant differences between Group 1 and the other two
groups (Group 2, p < .003; Group 3, p < .007) on Story A as
shown in Figure 24. There were no other group differences.
A similar pattern can be seen in Figure 25, as subjects
with EXITS < 10 (Group 1) performed significantly better on
Story B than either of the other groups (Group 2, p < .03;
Group 3, p < .002). There were no other group differences.
Finally, a main effect was found for sequencing
performance on both Story A (F (2,35) = 4.05, p < .02, © =
.14) and Story B (F (2.35) = 4.80, p < .01, £> = .17) in the
delayed recall condition of the Logical Memory subtest. A
priori analysis indicated significant differences between
subjects with EXIT scores < 10 and the other two groups for
both stories. For Story A, Group 2 performance (p < .01) and
performance of Group 3 (p < .02) was significantly different
from that of subjects with EXIT scores < 10, as were the
same subjects for Story B (Group 2, p < .05; Group 3, p <
.004). This may be seen in Figures 26 and 27.
Language Differences in Parkinson's Disease
It was hypothesized that Parkinsonians would present a
different language profile from controls. Previous research
suggested a number of difficulties that could be expected
due to Parkinson's disease. However, a systematic analysis
using the current structured format has not been done by
other researchers. Therefore, this study was expected to
provide a needed description of language usage by
Parkinsonians through the progression of the disease.
A wide variety of language variables were assessed.
Group differences were examined for narrative (WMS-R Logical
Memory I) and spontaneous speech (WAB Spontaneous Speech
sample). Correlations were computed to identify any
significant relationships. Inter-correlational data on these
measures may be found in Appendix C. Using a series of one28

way analysis of variance, groups were compared on a variety
of measures as indicated by significant correlations to
reflect verbal fluency and error patterns.
Several fluency components were assessed, including the
number of utterances produced, total number of words
produced, number of different words produced in the sample,
mean length of utterance and rate of speech. For both
narrative and spontaneous speech samples, all three PD
stages performed as well as controls on these measures. The
PD patients were equally fluent in speech production and
complexity. Rate of speech production did not vary across
all groups. Means and standard deviations may be seen in
Table 6.
In addition to general measures of verbal fluency,
groups were compared for fluency and diversity of language
usage. The number of pronouns produced, how often the
conjunction "and" was utilized to extend utterances and the
total number of conjunctions used were the primary
diversity measures. Means and standard deviations for these
measures can be found in Table 7. There were no significant
group differences for narrative or spontaneous speech
samples. This suggests that overall speech production by
Parkinsonians is not impaired for these types of tasks.
A number of possible speech errors were assessed.
Inter-correlational data may be seen in Appendix C. Based on
the correlations, total mazes (filled hesitations,
reformulations, repetitions and false starts), tangential
speech, substitutions and total errors were analyzed further
using a one-way analysis of variance.
On the narrative task (WMS-R Logical Memory immediate
recall), comparison by PD stage and controls found a main
effect for tangential speech (F (3,35) = 4.46, p < .009, « =
.21), substitutions (F (3,35) = 4.69, p < .007, 6 = .22),
and total errors (F (3,35) = 4.26. p < .01, 6 = -20). There
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were no other group differences. Means and standard
deviations may be seen in Table 7.
A priori LSD contrasts showed a significant difference
in production of tangential speech between Stage 4 (p <
.001) and controls. Stage 4 was also significantly different
from Stage 2 (p < .008). Stage 3 approached significance (p
< .09). As can be seen in Figure 28, there is a clear trend
of increased errors with severity of PD.
A significant difference in overall speech
substitutions was seen between Stage 4 and Stage 2 (p <
.005) as well as controls (p < .002) in an a priori one-way
analysis of variance. Stage 3 was significantly different
from controls (p < .04). Differences between Stage 2 and
Stage 3 approached significance (p < .09). There was no
significant difference in the performance of Stage 2
compared to controls. This can be seen in Figure 29.
As can be seen in Figure 30, there was a marked
difference in total errors produced between Stage 4 and
controls (p < .005). Stage 4 also differed significantly
from Stage 2 (p < .004) as shown in a pr ior i LSD contrasts.
Stage 2 performance did not differ significantly from that
of controls, but the difference between Stage 2 and Stage 3
performance approached significance (p < .09).
For the spontaneous speech sample, there was a main
effect for tangential speech (F (3,35) = 4.21, p < .01, © =
.20) and total errors produced (F (3,35) = 4.87, p < .006, ©
= .23) comparing PD stage and controls. Means and standard
deviations can be seen in Table 7. There were no other group
differences.
Stage 4 was significantly different from controls (p <
.003) on tangential speech, as shown by a priori LSD
contrasts. Stage 4 was also significantly different from
Stage 2 (p < .005) for tangential speech on the spontaneous
speech sample, but there were no other group differences as
can be seen in Figure 31.
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A priori analysis showed significant difference between
Stage 4 and Stage 2 (p < .009) as well as controls (p <
.0008) on total errors on the spontaneous speech sample.
Difference between Stage 4 and Stage 3 approached
significance (p < .09). While Stage 2 performed similarly to
controls, difference between Stage 2 and Stage 3 approached
significance (p < .07). This can be seen in Figure 32. These
results suggest that with severity of PD. there is a point
at which language is impaired as reflected by a combination
of errors each in itself not particularly noticeable.
Expanded Analyses of Speech Errors
Although the majority of speech components indicated
that Parkinsonians performed as well as controls, there were
several language aspects that warranted closer examination.
These included type of hesitations, type of incomplete
sentences and type of substitutions.
It was hypothesized that Parkinsonians would produce
more hesitations than controls, and that those hesitations
would more often appear at the beginning of an utterance. A
comparison of initial hesitations and hesitations appearing
in the body of the utterance by PD stage and controls found
no main effects for any of the language samples (Logical
Memory immediate or delayed recall and spontaneous speech).
Means and standard deviations may be seen in Table 8. For
these types of tasks. Parkinsonians performed equally well
as controls.
Overall evaluation of the production of incomplete
sentences showed no difference between Parkinsonians and
controls. An additional analysis was done to assess whether
the type of incomplete sentence produced was significantly
different between PD stage and controls. Errors were
classified as being incomplete due to stopping the utterance
or incomplete due to failure to produce a grammatically
correct and complete sentence. Means and standard deviations
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for all three samples can be found in Table 9. For all
samples, PD subjects performed similarly to controls. No
group differences were found.
Finally, speech substitutions made on the Logical
Memory subtests were identified as either a naming
substitution, simply substituting one word for another, or
substitutions involving differing but contextually plausible
concepts. Spontaneous speech was not analyzed for
substitutions due to the open-ended nature of the task.
Means and standard deviations for the immediate and delayed
recall conditions can be seen in Table 10.
There were no group differences for naming
substitutions in the immediate recall condition (Figure 33).
However, groups did differ in their use of concept
substitutions. In the immediate recall condition there was a
significant main effect (F (3,35) = 5.58, p < .003, (it =
.26). In other words, when repeating the story just
presented to them. Parkinsonian patients tended to embellish
the story with additional information or replace the correct
information with similar plausible material.
A priori LSD contrasts indicated that Stage 2 performed
similar to controls showing no significant difference in
their responses. However, Stage 3 (p < .02) and Stage 4 (p <
.001) clearly differed from controls in the number of
concept substitutions produced in the immediate recall
condition. Stage 3 produced significantly more concept
substitutions than Stage 2 (p < .04) and Stage 2 differed
significantly from Stage 4 (p < .003), although production
of concept substitutions did not differ significantly
between Stage 3 and Stage 4. This suggests a bi-modal
distribution, where there is a clear change in language
efficiency beginning in Stage 3 of Parkinson's disease
(Figure 34).
For the delayed recall condition, no significant
differences were found between groups for the type of
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substitutions as can be seen in Figures 35 and 36. Means and
standard deviations can be seen in Table 10.
Correlational Data
Initial examination of the data through significant
correlations provided direction to further analysis.
Comparison of age, education and EXIT scores with various
components of the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest (immediate
recall condition) showed that age had little impact on
memory performance. Education was positively correlated with
the overall Logical Memory score (.38) and the raw score on
Story A (.42) but had no significant correlation with
performance on Story B. There was also a positive
correlation between education and key words (.43), key
details (.34) and sequencing on Story A (.34). The
correlation between education and sequencing for Story B was
not significant. Education did not differ significantly
between controls and Parkinsonians, or across stages.
EXIT scores were inversely correlated with Logical
Memory I overall scores (-.38), raw score for Story A (.40), key words (-.49) and sequencing for Story A (-.40) and
Story B (-.33). In other words, the higher EXIT scores were
correlated with lower performance for these measures. As
would be expected, there was a significant positive
correlation among raw scores, key words and details and
sequencing for both stories as can be seen in Correlation
Table 11.b in Appendix C.
In the delayed recall condition, neither age nor
education showed a significant correlation with EXIT scores
or performance on the Logical Memory II subtest. As
expected, EXIT scores were inversely correlated with overall
scores on the Logical Memory II (-.53). This was also true
for individual story raw scores, key words and details, as
well as sequencing for both stories as can be seen in
Correlation Table 12.b in Appendix C. All components of the
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memory task were positively interrelated as would be
expected.
Fluency measures included number of total utterances,
number of different words, total number of words, mean
length of utterance and words per minute. Correlation with
stage, EXIT scores and Logical Memory I scores showed a
significant positive correlation between the memory scores
and all fluency measures except total number of utterances
(see correlational table. Appendix C ) . Stage and EXIT scores
showed no significant correlation with these fluency
measures.
Correlations for fluency measures on the spontaneous
speech sample showed significant positive correlations
between number of different words produced (.35) and total
number of words (.43) with total number of utterances. Mean
length of utterance (MLU) was negatively correlated with
total number of utterances (-.41). As in the narrative
sample, stage and EXIT scores did not significantly
correlate with fluency measures. As expected, different
words and total words showed significant positive
correlation with MLU and each other.
Production of mazes (filled hesitations, repetitions,
reformulations and false starts) was expected to be related
to stage. Only repetitions showed a significant correlation
with stage or group (.34). Performance on the Logical Memory
I subtest was correlated with reformulations (.32),
suggesting that overall performance on the memory task was
improved by se1f-correcting errors. Overall, mazes were not
a significant factor in performance. A positive correlation
was found between filled hesitations and the number of
repetitions (.34), reflecting a particular speech pattern.
Otherwise, no other correlations were significant except as
each type of maze contributed to the overall total number of
mazes as can be seen in the correlational table in Appendix
C.
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For the spontaneous speech sample, mazes were not
related to stage or EXIT scores. The only significant
correlations were between filled hesitations and repetitions
(.35) as in the narrative sample, and total mazes to its
various subtypes. This clearly suggests that this type of
error is infrequent and not representative of the
spontaneous speech samples collected.
Examination of speech errors included intrusions,
tangential speech, perseverations, substitutions, empty
speech, runon sentences, incomplete sentences and total
number of errors. On the narrative sample (Logical Memory
I), stage was positively correlated with tangential speech
(.52), substitutions (.52) and total number of errors (.49).
EXIT scores also were positively correlated with
substitutions (.43) and total errors (.39).
Only the number of runon sentences was significantly
correlated with the overall score on Logical Memory I. The
positive correlation (.34) suggests subjects repeating the
story tended to tell it without many sentence breaks. The
number of intrusions was positively correlated with
perseverations (.32). Perseverations also were correlated
with incomplete sentences (.50). Tangential speech was
positively correlated with substitutions (.39) and total
errors (.66), further supporting a relationship between
these three language components. Total errors were
correlated with several error subtypes as can be seen in
Appendix C.
Speech errors on the spontaneous speech sample
indicated that tangential speech (.49), empty speech

(.36)

and total number of errors (.54) were significantly
correlated with stage or group. Tangential speech was also
significantly correlated with EXIT scores (.55). Empty
speech (.32) and total errors (.55) were also correlated
with EXIT scores. As in the narrative sample, perseverations
and intrusions were positively correlated (.57). Tangential
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speech was positively correlated with empty speech (.42) and
total errors (.71). As expected, total errors correlated
significantly with various error subtypes (see Appendix C).
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Table 1:

Means and Standard Deviations of EXIT Scores
Across PD Stages "and Controls.
Controls

EXIT

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

8. 7

11.9

12.0

15. 9

(3.8)

(5.3)

(4.97)

(3.48)
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Figure 1
EXIT Scores by PD Stages and Controls.
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Table 2:

Means and Standard Deviations for Immediate
and Delayed Recall Conditions of the WMS-R
Logical Memory Subtest Across PD Stages and
Controls.

Controls
IMMED
DELAY

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

22.9

17.2

16.55

13.5

(6.23)

(7.67)

(6.95)

(7.18)

20.4

13.0

11.67

8.40

(6.0)

(8.36)

(6.82)

(5.6)

CD tStd.Erp.
I tStd.Otv.
NORMAL AGED CONTROLS fiND PARKINSON'S PATIENTS

Figure 2
Immediate Recall Scores by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 3
Delayed Recall Scores by PD Stage and Controls.
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Table 3:

LMI-A
LMI-B
LMII-A
LMII-B

Means and Standard Deviations for Story A and
Story B on Immediate and Delayed Recall
Conditions of WMS'-R Logical Memory Subtest
Across PD Stages and Controls.

Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

11.5

7.9

8.44

6.0

(2.84)

(4.04)

(4.39)

(2.94)

11.3

9.4

8. 1

7.4

(3.8)

(4.19)

(3.02)

(4.6)

10.0

5.4

4.88

3.7

(3.26)

(3.24)

(4.23)

(2.62)

10.4

7.6

6.78

4.9

(3.27)

(3.86)

(2.94)

(3.78)
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Figure 4
Immediate Recall Raw Score for Story A by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 5
Immediate Recall Raw Score for Story B by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 6
Delayed Recall Raw Score for Story A by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 7
Delayed Recall Raw Score for Story B by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Table 4:

Means and Standard Deviations for Key Words,
Key Details, and Sequence Scores for
Immediate and Delayed Recall Conditions of
the WMS-R Logical Memory Subtest Across PD
Stage and Controls.
Controls

KEY WORDS
IMMED
DELAY

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

14.9

11.3

9. 77

8.0

(3.93)

(4.6)

(4.4)

(3.86)

13.6

9.3

7.33

4.8

(3.24)

(3.8)

(4.0)

(3.04)

7.8

6.0

5. 89

4. 1

(2.78)

(3.09)

(2.89)

(2.88)

6.2

3.9

3.22

2. 3

(2.86)

(3. 11)

(1.86)

(1.95)

140.8

85.2

89. 5

56. 1

(71.5)

(84.5)

(78.05)

(59.17)

126.7

45.6

48.67

25.7

(85.92)

(46.23)

(50.4)

(33.7)

332. 1

248.7

121.22

118. 6

(240.81)

(273.8)

(120.31)

(144.7)

350.6
(222.78)

228.4
(211.21)

90-77
(69.82)

61.20
(74.07)

KEY DETAILSI
IMMED
DELAY

SEQUENCING STORY A
IMMED
DELAY

SEQUENCING STORY B
IMMED

DELAY
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Figure 8
Immediate Recall Key Word Score by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 9
Immediate Recall Language Detail by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 10
Immediate Recall Sequence Score A by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 11
Immediate Recall Sequence Score B by PD Stage and Controls
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Figure 12
Delayed Recall Key Word Score by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 13
Delayed Recall Language Detail by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 14
Delayed Recall Sequence Score A by PD Stage and Controls.
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Figure 15
Delayed Recall Sequence Score B by PD Stage and Controls.
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Table 5:

Means and Standard Deviations for Memory
Measures Across EXIT Classifications.
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

EXIT < 10

EXIT 10-15

EXIT > 15

(PD N = 7)

(PD N = 10)

(PD N = 12)

(Ctl N = 7)

(Ctl N = 2)

(Ctl N = 1)

LOGICAL MEMORY
IMMED
DELAY

20.64

16.91

14.92

(7.76)

(8.03)

(6.61)

18.64

11.0

10.0

(6.6)

(7.92)

(5.09)

LOGICAL MEMORY RAW SCORE STORY A
IMMED
DELAY

10.21

8.09

6.85

(4.02)

(4.16)

(3.48)

8.71

4. 18

4. 77

(4.12)

(3.68)

(2.98)

LOGICAL MEMORY RAW SCORE STORY B
IMMED
DELAY

10. 38
(4.18)

8.9

8.0

(4.46)

(3.78)

9. 93
(3.05)

6.82

5.38

(4.42)

(3.18)

13. 71

10.09

8.92

(5.09)

(4.55)

(3.68)

12. 35

7. 18

6.38

(3.87)

(5.34)

(2.72)

6. 78

5.81

5.23

(2.91)

(3.76)

(2.83)

5. 57

3.18

2.84

(3.0)

(2.48)

(2.34)

KEY WORDS
IMMED
DELAY
KEY DETAILS
IMMED
DELAY
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Table 5. Continued.
Group 1
EXIT < 10
(PD N = 7)
(Ctl N = 7)

Group 2
EXIT 10-15
(PD N = 10)
(Ctl N = 2)

SEQUENCING STORY A
IMMED
129.0
(78.78)
DELAY
101.36
(81.04)
SEQUENCING STORY B
IMMED
289.93
(290.75)
DELAY
301.42
(211.99)

Gro up 3
EXIT > 15
(PD N = 12)
(Ctl N = 1)

76.09
(75.10)
38.36
(45.18)

68.08
(71.4)
42.38
(54.5)

185.81
(185.5)
153.90
(220.13)
f

1
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(133.5)
91.38
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Figure 17
Immediate Recall Raw Score for Story A by EXIT
Classification.
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Figure 18
Immediate Recall Sequence Score A by EXIT Classification,
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Immediate Recall Raw Score for Story B by EXIT
Classification.
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Figure 20
Immediate Recall Sequence Score B by EXIT Classification
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Delayed Recall Score by EXIT Classification,
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Figure 22
Delayed Recall Key Word Score by EXIT Classification,
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Figure 23
Delayed Recall Language Detail by EXIT Classification.
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Figure 24
Delayed Recall Raw Score for Story A by EXIT Classification
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Figure 25
Delayed Recall Raw Score for Story B by EXIT Classification,
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Figure 26
Delayed Recall Sequence Score A by EXIT Classification,
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Delayed Recall Sequence Score B by EXIT Classification,
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Table 6:

Means and Standard Deviations for FluencyMeasures for Narrative and Spontaneous
Speech Samples Across PD Stages and Controls
Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

10.8

8.1

10.55

13.0

(6.01)

(3.48)

(6.98)

(9.31)

11.8

14.2

15.22

14.2

(4.04)

(4.42)

(6.78)

(5.35)

68.1

66.11

74.8

(12.02)

(18.57)

(13.79)

(27.12)

76.1

75.2

67.67

70.6

(25.27)

(20.99)

(12.4)

(26.84)

114.7

105.9

104.11

123.3

(23.55)

(30.88)

(25.01)

(52.45)

139.3

136.2

120.0

128.6

(64.13)

(47.7)

(32.19)

(72.95)

15.75
(10.28)

16.33
(13.94)

12.32
(5.59)

10.46
(10.46)

8.75
(8.75)

9.31
(9.3)

96.29

93.16

78.09

(34.82)

(35.79)

(35.84)

12.6

12.88

16.5

(5.39)

(4.06)

(4.13)

(9.17)

11.6
(8.98)

10.2
(4.26)

10.44
(3.35)

13.3
(8.46)

TOTAL UTTERANCES
IMMED
SPONTANEOUS

NUMBER DIFFERENT WORDS
IMMED
73.8
SPONTANEOUS

TOTAL NUMBER WORDS
IMMED
SPONTANEOUS

MEAN LENGTH OF UTTERANCE
IMMED
12.76
(5.07)
SPONTANEOUS

12.3
(12.37)

WORDS PER MINUTE
IMMED
84.05
(31.85)
PERSONAL PRONOUNS
IMMED
13.4
SPONTANEOUS
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Table 6.

Continued.

Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

5. 5

4. 7

4. 22

4. 7

(3.03)

(1.7)

(3.34 )

(3.27)

7.8

5. 5

5. 7

6. 0

(5.71)

(4.38)

(4.35)

(4.37)

7. 1

6. 4

7. 22

6. 60

(3.54)

(2.59)

(5.38)

(4.79 )

10. 7

7. 6

7. 88

8. o

(8.73)

(6.02)

(5.28)

(6.15)

CONJUNCTION "AND'
IMMED

SPONTANEOUS

TOTAL CONJUNCTION WORDS
IMMED
SPONTANEOUS
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Table 7:

Means and Standard Deviations of Speech
Errors for Narrative and Spontaneous
Speech Samples Across PD Stages and Controls

Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

TOTAL MAZES
IMMED

SPONTANEOUS

5. 6

5.0

8.0

7. 1

(3.8)

(4. 4)

(7. 6)

(6. 4)

5. 9

4. 6

6. 67

4. 7

(5.42)

(4.99)

(5.63)

(2.71)

. 10

. 50

1. 22

2. 3

(. 31)

(.53)

( . 83)

(2.67)

. 9

1. 0

2. 22

3. 4

( . 99)

(1.15)

(1.85)

(2.71)

2. 0

2. 3

3. 88

4. 9

(1.41)

(1. 7)

( 1.54)

(2.88)

0. 0

. 10

0. 0

. 10

(.0)

( . 31 )

( .0)

( .31 )

5. 4

5. 3
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Figure 28
Immediate Recall Tangential Language by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 29
Immediate Recall Overall Language Substitutions by PD Stage
and Controls.
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Figure 30
Immediate Recall Total Language Errors by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 31
Spontaneous Speech Tangential Language by PD Stage and
Controls.
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Figure 32
Spontaneous Speech Total Language by PD Stage and Controls
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Table 8:

Means and Standard Dexiations for Frequency
of Hesitations by Type for Narrative and
Spontaneous Speech Samples Across PD Stages
and Controls.

Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

INITIAL HESITATIONS
IMMED

DELAYED

1.0

. 5

1. 1

1. 6

(1.4)

( . 84)

(1.96)

(2. 1 )

1.0

. 6

. 89

1. 4

(1.05)

(1.07)

(. 92)

(1.26)

1. 1

2. 11

1. 4

(1.29)

(2.03)

(1.17)

3.0

3.0

4. 77

3. 0

(2.79)

(3.4)

(5.93)

(4. 14)

2. 7

2. 2

2. 8

2. 0

(3.56)

(3. 15)

(3.98)

(2.67)

2.6

1. 6

2. 2

1. 3

(2.22)

(3.43)

(1.92)

(1.82)

.7

SPONTANEOUS
(

.82)

EMBEDDED HESITATIONS
IMMED

DELAYED
SPONTANEOUS
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Table 9:

Means and Standard Deviations for Frequency
of Incomplete Sentences by Type for Narrative
and Spontaneous Speech Samples Across PD
Stages and Controls.

Controls
INCOMPLETE
IMMED

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

'ENDING'
1.7

1.2

1.22

1.5

(1.49)

(1.03)

(2,59)

(1.71)

.90

.50

.78

.50

(1.28)

( .97)

(1.09)

( .71)

.80

.40

1.0

.30

( .92)
INCOMPLETE "STRUCTURE"

( .52)

(1.0)

( .48)

IMMED

.30

.10

.78

( .67)

( .32 )

( 1.09)

.00

.70

( .00)

(1.05)

DELAYED
SPONTANEOUS

DELAYED
SPONTANEOUS

1.0
(1.73)

1. 30
(2.50)
1.3
(2.00)

1.30

2.90

3.11

4.70

(1.89)

(3.31)

(3.55)

(3.68)
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Table 10:

Means and Standard Deviations for Frequency
of Substitutions by Type for Immediate and
Delayed Recall Conditions Across PD Stages
and Controls.

Controls

Stage 2

Stage 3

Sta^e 4

"NAMING" SUBSTITUTIONS
IMMED

DELAYED

1. 2

1. 3

1. 55

1. 9

(

(1. 16)

(1. 24 )

(1 .37)

1. 90

1. 80

1. 78

2. 00

(1.52)

( 1.03)

(1.56 )

( 1 .49)

. 92 )

CONCEPT'' SUBSTITUTIONS
IMMED

. 80
(1.03)

DELAYED

1. 80
( 1.55)
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1. 00

2. 33

3. 0

( . 94)

(1.66)

( 1.82)

1. 40

2. 78
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(1.17)
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( 1.52)
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Figure 33
Immediate Recall Naming Substitution Speech Errors by PD
Stage and Controls.
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Figure 34
Immediate Recall Concept Substitution Speech Errors by PD
Stage and Controls.
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Figure 35
Delayed Recall Naming Substitution Speech Errors by PD Stage
and Controls.
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Figure 36
Delayed Recall Concept Substitution Speech Errors by PD
Stage and Controls.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to provide a systematic
examination of executive functioning, memory and language
usage by Parkinsonians at different stages of the disease. A
limited amount of research has been done with Parkinson's
disease using the Executive Interview (EXIT)(Elias &
Treland, in press). There have been no previous attempts to
use the Logical Memory subtest of the Wechsler Memor\'
Scale - Revised as a language measure in addition to
assessing immediate and delayed recall. A comparison of
narrative and spontaneous speech measures in relation to
executive functioning and PD stage has not been made in
prior research. This approach provided a different view

of

the ongoing cognitive processes of Parkinsonians.
Executive Functioning and Disease Progression
Deficits in executive functioning have been noted as
primary sequela to Parkinson's disease (Elias & Ireland, In
Press) and as was expected Parkinsonians as a single group
scored consistently higher on the EXIT than controls. Age
and education were not significant factors in performance.
Individuals in the early stages of PD did not seem to have a
great deal of difficulty with the EXIT but a clear pattern
of gradual impairment was seen with increasing severity of
the disease. PD patients in Stage 4 had the greatest
probability (60%) of having clear executive impairment (EXIT
> 15). The pattern observed in this study suggests an
insidious loss of executive function ability as the disease
process progresses from Stage 2 to Stage 4 (Hoehn & Yahr,
1967). Statistically, Stage 4 is clearly different from
controls and Stage 2, and approaches a significant
difference from Stage 3.
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Stage Differences in Language-mediated
Memory Performance
As a combined group Parkinsonians clearly performed
more poorly on both immediate and delayed recall of the WMSR Logical Memory subtest when compared to age-simiiar
controls. Logical Memory performance appeared to differ
clearly between PD groups and controls beginning with Stage
2. That is, this shift in memory performance was abrupt and
differentiated PD from non-PD subjects at the initial stages
of PD.

Education may have had a slight influence on

performance across all groups (approached significance), but
age was not identified as a significant factor. Groups did
not differ significantly by age or education.
Other studies have reported differences between those
with

Parkinsonism' and controls on the old WMS but have not

clearly delineated groups by stage of PD. Hietanen and
Teravainen (1986), for example, using a group of mild PD
patients (43% Stage 1 & 2; age range 31 to 81 years) found
mild impairment on the Logical Memory subtest of the WMS.
The PD subjects in this study were not being treated with
anti-Parkinson medication.
A study of more severely impaired PD patients who had
received anti-Parkinson medication was completed by
Pirozzolo, Hansch, .Mortimer, Webster and Kuskowski (1982),
Controls and the combined Stage 2 and Stage 3 Parkinsonians
showed differences in the old Logical Memory subtest of the
WMS. Thus it is not surprising that PD patients differ from
controls on memory performance, but it is surprising to note
differences as early as Stage 2, where cognitive impairment
is subtle. This contradicts previous findings (Taylor,
Saint-Cry & Lang, 1986) that PD patients performed poorly in
the immediate recall condition of the old WMS but did not
differ significantly from controls on delayed recall.
For purposes of this study, the WSM-R Logical Memory
task was scored in a more comprehensive manner. Following
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the guidelines established

for the overall test, a sum score

was obtained for each subject. That score was divided

into

two scores, one for each story, to obtain information about
the effects of story complexity on performance. The WMS-R
Logical Memory subtest requires recall of two brief episodic
passages. Story A is more complex, with several
clauses. Story B is more straightforward

embedded

in presentation.

The transcribed audiotapes of subject responses not
only provided detailed

information about general

language

measures but were used to obtain subcategories of the
overall scores. Those scores included the number of ke\
words, key details and recall sequence defined as covariance
(cross-products) between expected and observed sequence.
Therefore, there is an unavoidable relationship between the
overall WMS-R Logical Memory scores and its derivatives.
Examination of these components does provide additional
information not available by the sum score alone.
Key words and key details together make up the total
story presentations. Separation of the s t o n e s

into these

components explains their relative importance in succ-essfui
recall and sequencing ability. In the less demanding
immediate recall condition, only key words reflected
significant group differences, Ke> details, even though an
important component of the overall Logical .Memor\ score,
showed no group differences, Anecdotaily, most
appeared to selectively

subjects

ignore information not essential to

retelling the story as a memory strategy. The failure to
find a group difference would suggest that Parkinsonians
utilized the extraction of key details strateg\ at least as
well as controls. In the immediate recall condition results
indicated a gradual decline in performance with

increasing

severity (stage) of PD for key words and details.
The additional cognitive demands of the delayed

recall

condition clearly affected PD performance for key words and
key details. There was not a gradual performance decline
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the delayed condition. Compared to controls significant
differences appeared as early as Stage 2 with no significant
performance differences between PD stages. This pattern
suggests impairment early in the progression of PD with an
effortful, cognitively demanding task (Cooper & Sager,
1993) .
Memory performance in this study was strongly
influenced by the complexity of the material presented in
the memory task. Beginning at Stage 2 in both conditions,
all PD groups performed more poorly than controls on Story A
but did not differ significantly by stage.
In the delayed condition for Story A, the PD stages
were clearly separated in their performance from controls.
Interestingly, this change in memory recall occurs in the
early stages of PD where there is little evidence of frontal
systems involvement, i,e., EXIT scores are not great1\
elevated by Stage 2 (Hoehn & Yahr, 1967). The simpler Story
B did not show such dramatic differences between PD stages
and controls for either immediate and delayed recall.
Breakdown of the total Logical Memory scores by
individual stories confirms that group differences in
Logical Memory are in large part due to the more complex
structure of Story A, and do not represent an episodic
memory deficit in general, i.e.. Story B performance showed
no group differences.
Story complexity on the WMS-R ma>- provide a sensitive
measure of neurological involvement. With healthy young
adults, Rankin and Gore (1994) reported no performance
differences on either story of the WMS-R Logical Memory
subtest due to difficulty level, order of presentation or
proactive interference. Difficulty differences between
stories have been reported with brain-injured patients
(Henry et al. 1990) and individuals with substance abuse
histories (Petrick, Haut & Franzen; 1993). It is not clear
how Story A would discriminate between normal aged and young
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adults. Part of the difficulty for ascertaining this
relationship is that very few studies of story complexity
adequately screen older subjects for cognitive impairment,
particularly executive function (Elias, 1995),
Difficulty in organization and sequencing is generailv
expected with impaired executive function (Eslinger, 1996;
Royall, Mahurin & Gray, 1992; Elias & Treland, in press).
Sequencing abilities are crucial to effective language
usage. Assessment through this format also provides
information about temporal organization in episodic memory.
In this study a gradual pattern of performance decline by PD
groups was found for immediate-memory-sequencing ability
with Story B, immediate differences between controls and PD
patients occurred at Stage 2 for the more complex Story A.
As an everyday function reflecting memory and language
efficiency, Parkinsonians appear to function at an
acceptable level on this type of task until the later stages
of PD unless the memory organization or memory recall is
taxed by added sentence complexity.
A comparison of outcomes on Logical Memory performance
for analyses conducted bv PD stage and by EXIT group finds
that the Omega squared values are always larger for Logical
Memory scores analyzed by PD stage than by EXIT group. Thus,
even though a considerable part of cognitive decline in PD
(e.g., WMS-R performance) is related to executive function,
stage of PD remains a more powerful predictor of
performance.
Stage of PD contributes something more to memory
performance than just executive functions measured by the
EXIT, The EXIT assesses areas of perseveration, imitation
behavior such as echopraxia or echolalia, intrusions,
frontal release signs, lack of spontaneity, disinhibited
behaviors, and utilization behavior (Elias & Treland, in
press), but does not directly assess planning, working
memory or apathy. The latter have all been related to
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executive function or functions of the frontal

subcortical

circuits (Elias & Treland, in press; Royall, 1994),
Apathy, for example, is considered to result from an
impairment of subcortical pathways and is characterized as a
loss of initiative, and was found by Elias and Ireland

(In

Press) to be a separate and significant correlate of memory
(e.g.,

California Verbal Learning Test) unrelated to EXIT

test performance. Apathy, however, is only one of a number
of symptoms and conditions of PD that could affect cognitive
performance in addition to executive function.
Comparison of Logical Memory scores and subscores bv
EXIT Groups 1 (EXIT < 10), 2 (EXIT 10-15) and 3 (EXIT > 15)
shows a similar pattern of loss to that seen with PD stage.
The more difficult tasks find group differences beginning at
EXIT Group 2 and often there is little change from EXIT
Group 2 to EXIT Group 3. This is surprising given the strong
evidence found by Royall, Mahurin and Gray (1992) and Royall
(1994) that real executive dysfunction in terms of life
maintenance skills doesn't begin until EXIT scores are
greater than 15. Episodic memory (Logical Memory) failure or
decline is only a part of daily functioning, however, and it
may be that some components of overall

functioning, e.g.,

episodic memory, show greater sensit ivitv and earlier
sensitivity to executive function decline than other aspects
of cognitive function. Part of the criteria for Stage 4 PD
is an inability to function adequately

in work and home

environments. The high EXIT scores for Stage 4 PD would
indicate that this overall loss of functioning has a major
executive component. Prior to a loss of general

functional

ability, EXIT scores as low as 10 may indicate loss in some
areas of cognitive performance.
It is unclear at this point whether the performance
difficulties Parkinsonians experience is related to
reconstituting" the information after a delay
1967) or to a breakdown in working memory
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(Bronowski,

(Gabrieli, Singh,

Stebbins & Goetz, 1996), Three general retrieval responses
by subjects in this study discourage overall forgetting as
an explanation; i,e., subjects frequently reported the
easier Story B first, there were virtually no intrusions due
to proactive interference (Helkala, Laulumaa, Soininen &
Riekkinen, 1989), and if subjects included confabulatory
material in the immediate recall condition they consisLentlv
remembered that same information in the delayed c^ondition
(Dalla Barba, 1993). While memory deficits are present,
basic storage and retrieval difficulties do not seem to
explain the results adequately.
Eslinger (1996) argues that there is a strong
relationship between language abilities and verbal Ivmediated executive function. This is especially true for
rule-governed behaviors and manipulations in working memorv,
Two mechanisms, inhibition and working memory, allow
individuals to perform tasks related to executive function,
e.g., developing and maintaining a mental representation of
information, integrating and manipulating that
representation, and controlling the resulting response
appropriately (Eslinger, 1996). Language-mediated tasks,
such as the WMS-R Logical Memorv- subtest, reveal the
efficiency of that processing. While not definitive,
performance on Logical .Memory measure may provide an early
predictor of progressive cognitive impairment including
executive function.
Language Usage by Parkinsonian Patients
It was hypothesized that Parkinsonians would show a
different profile of language usage than controls. It was
expected that Parkinsonians would show significant deficits
in phrase length, content, syntactic complexity and
vocabulary. An increase in filled hesitations, especially in
the initial position and at clause boundaries, was
predicted. Overall, Parkinsonians did not appear to have
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significant language difficulty compared to age-simiiar
controls,
For fluency measures such as rate of speech, total
number of utterances produced and their mean length (MLU),
and the total number and variety of words produced,
Parkinsonians performed as well as controls for both the
narrative and spontaneous speech sample. The use of pronouns
and conjunctions by Parkinsonians was consistent with that
of age-similar controls.
In general, Parkinsonians made no more speech error."than controls. Mazes (hesitations, repetitions,
reformulations, false starts) showed no group differences in
narrative or spontaneous speech. The only language measures
reflecting group differences were tangential speecui,
substitutions in the narrative sample, and total errors. It
IS interesting to note that for both narrative and
spontaneous speech, the pattern of speech errors indicated a
cumulative effect. That is, a combination of speech errors
reflected a significant group difference at some point of
impai rment.
The pattern of group differences suggests the type of
speech sample, whether a structured narrative sample with
clearly defined parameters or a more open-ended spontaneous
sample describing a picture, did not affect the overall PD
language usage. When PD patients performed more poorlv than
controls, the same type of errors were seen in both samples.
One of the proposed language differences expected was
increased production of hesitations (Illes, Melter, Hanson &
Iritani; 1988). In order to confirm or disconfirm this
hypothesis, initial hesitations and hesitations embedded in
text were analyzed for each sample. No group-differences
were found. A re-examination of studies citing increased
hesitations (Illes et al,, 1988; Illes, 1989) shows that
these studies used either an open-ended spontaneous
discourse sample or a reading task, possibly utilizing
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different

language processes than those measured

in this

study. The types of samples used in this study were similar
to real-life situations requiring a verbal response.
The question was posed whether speech substitutions

in

the narrative sample indicated a word-finding difficultv,
such as recalling

"Roger" instead of "Robert

or a more

pervasive cognitive impairment. Substitutions made were
categorized as "naming" substitutions and

"concept

substitutions. Concept substitutions were instances where
the story was changed or additional plausible

information

added to the story. These substitutions were not bizarre or
inappropriate to story content. There were no significant
differences

in production of naming substitutions by stage

of PD or controls, with no evidence of word-finding
difficulties. Naming substitutions were made bv all groups,
but with no more than usual language variability.
Results indicated Parkinsonians in later stages of PD
were more likely to produce concept substitutions. It is
likely that these speech errors are related to executive
function and would be considered spontaneous confabulations,
A number of studies with amnesic patients (Dalla Barba,
1993), Korsakoff syndrome (Kopelman, Ng & Van Den Brouke;
1997) and diverse neurologic and psychiatric diagnoses
(Cunningham, Pliskin, Cassisi, Tsang & Rao; 1997) have
examined spontaneous and provoked confabulation with
episodic memory. Confabulation has been identified as having
a strong relationship to the frontal system and executive
functioning

(Cunningham et al,, 1997; Fischer, Alexander,

D'Esposito & Otto, 1995; Moscovitch & Melo, 1997),
The presence of confabulations poses real (-ommun i cat i on
problems between PD patients and caregivers, related to
miscommunication and difficulty

in getting the facts of a

situation (Dalla Barba 1993). Consistency of the

information

is not a predictor of validity (Dalla Barba, 1993) as
confabulators will remember the confabulation over time. In
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this study. Parkinsonians who reported confabulations on the
immediate recall condition of the WMS-R Logical Memorv
subtest generally reported the same information

in the

delayed recall condition.
Overall, Parkinsonians did not have difficultv

in

articulation or speech production as indicated bv the lack
of indentified speech errors. However, there is evidence
that some components of language are disrupted by

increased

cognitive impairment with increased severity of PD, Findings
such as increased tangential speech and confabulations by
stage of PD provide important information about how
usage may negatively

language

impact Parkinsonians' interactions with

their environment. It may influence how Parkinsonians
interpret

information and how they communicate needs or

concerns to others.

Conelus ions
The primary goal of this study was to clarify the
relationship between language usage and cognitive

functions

such as memory and executive function in Parkinson's disease
by state of PD, IL was hoped that in doing so a better
understanding of the interactions between the disease
progression and language, memory and executive

function

could be developed.
The hypotheses regarding performance on the EXIT and
the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest were confirmed.
Parkinsonians did score higher on the EXIT than controls,
with scores increasing with severity of the disease. PD
scores on the WMS-R Logical Memory subtest were

inversely

related to EXIT scores. In addition, breakdown by PD stage
offered additional

information regarding the progression of

loss for these measures. Increased sequencing difficulties
with increasing stage of PD were predicted and confirmed in
this study. Story complexity negatively
performance on recall and sequencing.
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impacted PD

Parkinsonians did not offer a more abnormal profile of
language usage than controls overall. These hvpotheses were
not supported for these type of language measures

(i.e.,

narrative recall and stimulus-directed spontaneous speech).
Some language impairment was related to stage of PD (e.g.,
total speech errors, tangential speech and concept
substitutions or confabulations). These types of

impairment

were related to stage of PD and increased EXIT scores as
predicted.
The patients in this study all showed symptoms of motor
slowing and rigidity of movement. Those in Si.age 3 and Stage
4 showed evidence of balance problems. This type of
Parkinson's disease is expected to show more severe
cognitive problems due to the involvement of the caudate
nucleus (Jankovic, 1997, p. 13), than the type of PD
characterized primarily by tremor. Ideas regarding the
nature of WMS-R memory impairment in PD need to be
considered within the framework of early PD and what this
might mean with respect to issues of working memory, memor.v
organization, memory interference and the ability to extract
the prominent details from a narrative. The particular kind
of memory

load placed on PD patients with story narratives

might be more sensitive than other memory measures lo eariv
neurological changes associated with loss of dopamine to the
basal ganglia and striatum. Without question, the issue of
stage of PD and degree of executive function
needs to be taken into (consideration m

impairmen!

addition to the type

of memory measure.
Directions for Future Research
Findings of this study suggest a number of avenues for
future research. The use of unusual methods provided a a
finer-grained analysis of working memory and
abilities among Parkinsonian patients. Having

language
identified

differences related to stage of the disease not
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otherwise

explained by executive function deficits, a closer
examination of these differences over time seems warranted.
A longitudinal study may pinpoint more clearly when those
losses first appear as well as the pattern of loss.
In addition, further study regarding the language
comprehension in Parkinsonians is indicated. This issue has
significant value to caregivers and health care providers.
PD patients may appear to understand verbal communications,
but may misinterprete what they hear. A better understanding
of the nature of this problem may improve care for
individuals with Parkinson's disease.
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APPENDIX A
EXTENDED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Language skills differ widely across individuals and
individuals vary in language proficiency from time to time.
Language is a skill often taken for granted because language
is acquired at an early age and becomes overlearned.
Consistency is more often experienced in normal speech
production and comprehension than precision. Many factors go
into language abilities - cognitive development, life
experience, health and energy levels, motor skills,
emotional factors, attention, hearing ability, education,
and neurological differences.

Any of these factors can

directly affect how well one communicates.
Disease processes, as well as normal aging, can impact
on language and speech production. Studies have examined how
these abilities are altered due to damage or deterioration
of biological systems.

Sensory and perceptual abilities

frequently deteriorate with age. Language is highly
dependent on these abilities.

Parkinson's disease directly

affects motor abilities, that in turn can disrupt normal
production of speech. Research in general has focused on
motor deficits and the resulting dysarrthrias.
Language also may reflect the level of cognitive
functioning in Parkinson's disease.

Questions arise about

subtle changes in speech production and comprehension. That
is, are such changes due to increased difficulty in
physically forming sounds or are they an indication of a
gradual deterioration of the ability to organize and
integrate information? In general, language research in
Parkinson's disease has been inconsistent in methodology and
has not provided a clear understanding of how the
communication system is compromised relative to cognition.
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Language Changes in Normal Aging
Similarly, there has been little systematic research
done on language changes due to normal aging (Thompson,
1988). Both Thompson and Brookshire & Manthie (1980)
indicate that most changes are due to gradual slow decline
and are subtle effects.
In a general summary of these changes, Thompson (1988)
reports that the greatest language errors tend to be
disruptions in naming, complex auditory processing and
phonemic decoding. He attributes many dysarthric errors to
faulty central processing. There can be deficits in
comprehension, that may relate to deafness or deficits in an
auditory processing component such as discrimination or
perception of temporal and competing stimuli. A loss of
auditory memory or the ability to hold information while it
is being processed can occur. Medial and inferior temporal
lobes are responsible for verbal memory and undergo
neurological changes in normal aging.
Diminished short term memory is suggested to be
partially responsible for some language deficits (Thompson,
1988). It was noted that digit recall scores decline with
age. The inability to hold information in memory may cause a
breakdown in cohesiveness of expressive language.
Comprehension of inference, anomaly and ambiguity is
compromised with age. Increased difficulty in recalling
prepositional information may be observed. There is
increased reliance on semantic information in comprehension
rather than process complex linguistic forms. Semantic
knowledge remains stable with age. Failure to generate items
on a word fluency task suggests active vocabulary diminishes
while passive or recognition vocabulary remains.
Very often, language is not noticeably affected by
changes in memory. Strategies frequently are used to
compensate and to enhance functional skills. Thompson (1988)
refers to the "chronic senile loquacity" that can be seen in
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increased word counts. This may be an effort to mask
impairments much like confabulation in Korsakoff psvchosis
or jargon in Wernicke's aphasia. In general, the elderly use
more words, more fillers and more dysfluencies, while using
fewer total sentences and generating fewer themes in their
language. It is more likely with the elderly to observe
pausological effects, fewer embedded sentences, more
unfinished sentences, increased range of indefinite words,
more pronouns than proper nouns and more nouns converted to
verb forms (similar to Wernicke's aphasia). Some of these
difficulties imply problems with language planning and
reduced semantic and syntactic abilities,
Brookshire and Manthie (1980) take the position that
language differences are due to a general slow decline in
cognitive abilities. Most susceptible to age effects is
language that is dependent on episodic, sequential, or onthe-spot manipulations of verbal material. The authors admit
to declines in a number of areas but remark that these
declines are gradual and generally not significant. These
areas include reading and speaking vocabulary, comprehension
of written and spoken language, and spontaneous speech
tasks. Language that depends on recall memory (LTM) and
world knowledge is less affected, according to Brookshire &
Manthie (1980), These authors indicate a slight
deterioration of abilities with age at all levels of
education. Verbal scores on the WAIS are less affected by
age than performance scores. There is a decline in both
scores, but the performance score declines more rapidly,
WRAT scores decline also, but not to the extent that daily
communication would be impacted.
Sensory changes are emphasized as a possible cause for
these changes. Again, Brookshire and Manthie (1980) argue
that changes detected probably do not seriously impair daily
activities. These authors maintain that gradual worsening of
verbal abilities is only one component of the declining
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efficiency and flexibility of cognitive and intellectual
functioning seen with physical deterioration,
A review done by Bayles and Kaszniak (1987) carefully
reports studies on semantics, ideation, and linguistic
knowledge. This review provides a clearer picture of
language differences and possible age effects. These authors
report that conceptual knowledge is maintained throughout
the lifetime, and. in fact, is enhanced with age (Bayles k
Kaszniak, 1987), One difference noted is that the elderlv
are more likely to use multiword explanations of meaning
instead of a synonym, pointing to a possible deterioration
of lexical retrieval. Schemata remain intact.
The elderly produce more elaborate sentences with more
indefinite terms. Comprehension is slower, and linguistic
comprehension may diminish. In a study on discourse
comprehension, it was found that the elderly performed more
poorly on recall of a story, gleaning less information and
showing even greater difference in delayed recall. Other
studies support this finding, indicating that there mav be
age effects on expository prose. One difference between
older and younger subjects was that the older subjects were
more likely to focus on the main idea and discard
supplemental information (Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987).
Bayles and Kaszniak (1987) provide possible factors
that may affect recall, such as education and verbal
knowledge. Syntactic knowledge is thought to decline; older
subjects perform better on right-branching propositions than
left-branching ones. Left-branching propositions are thought
to place more demands on memory, so that deficits may be due
to memory rather than syntax. Recall is affected by a
decline in the ability to encode meaning of information,
reflected in the increased impairment for connected prose
compared to word lists.
In a study requiring complex processing, results showed
that comprehension of spoken language is more difficult for
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the elderly because they have a diminished ability to
simultaneously grasp surface meaning and carry out
integrative, constructive and organizing processes (Bayles &
Kaszniak, 1987). It was pointed out that memory or age
effects were questionable because young and old subjects
performed similarly. Bayles & Kaszniak suggest there is not
an age difference in inference retrieval. They contend that
some paradigms tap into memory rather than comprehension.
In discourse, it is reported that the elderly produce
fewer propositions in narration and will provide fewer steps
in procedural discourse. There may be general impairment of
reference, so that individuals have difficulty specifying
reference in speech (Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987). Some
researchers assume this is due to memory deficits and point
out strategies used by the elderly such as focusing on the
main idea at the expense of supplemental information.
On verbal description tasks (Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987)
there are changes with age, but 60-year-olds are not
significantly different from 20-year-olds in their
performance. Tasks requiring decision-making (whether
ideational, inferential or associative) take more time with
age. The authors point out that ideational ability as
measured by the number of propositions, referential clarity
or naming appears to diminish, but if a descriptive task is
used there is no decline. Recognition of category membership
can be impaired, implying decision-making is the area of
def icit.
Finally, linguistic knowledge appears to remain
relatively intact throughout the lifetime. Phonological
knowledge appears intact with age. Conceptual knowledge is
maintained, but the speed of retrieval may decrease (Bayles
& Kaszniak, 1987). Syntactical knowledge does not appear
affected by age. In studies where errors in syntax were
found, these errors were related to difficulty level and
education, rather than age.
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One study found declines in syntactic complexity with
age. This study analyzed spontaneous speech samples on
syntax, form class, tense, lexical measures and dysfluency
(Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987), Results showed a reduction in
variability and accuracy of syntactic structures. These
differences are thought to be due to increased memory
demands for left-branching structures, making them more
difficult to process.
In summary, language and speech deficits due to the
normal aging process follows a similar pattern to other
changes. There are perceptual impairments that can affect
communication skills, and often adaptation of the
environment can compensate for most deficits. There is a
gradual slowing of cognitive ability so that speed and
complexity/difficulty of information are factors to be
considered. As Bayles and Kaszniak (1987) point out, it is
important to determine validity of measures used to assess
language abilities. Research findings may be inconclusive or
inconsistent for methodological reasons, rather than actual
differences. Language usage in the elderly appears to
utilize faculties as they are. adjusting for declines in
some abilities (such as short-term memory) by capitalizing
on other skills or strategies.
Parkinson's Disease
Effects of the Disease Process
Symptoms of tremor, motor difficulty, slow movements
and rigidity can be seen m

several disorders, generally

identified as Parkinsonism (Hutton, 1989; Bayles & Kaszniak,
1987). The four classifications of this syndrome are:
ideopathic, drug-induced, postencephalitic and
arteriosclerotic. The ideopathic form, known as Parkinson's
disease, accounts for 86 percent of cases, and affects about
one million people in the United States (Hutton. 1989).
Prevalence of the disease is about 106 per 100,000 people,
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increasing with age to 1 in 100 by age 50 (Bayles &
Kaszniak, 1987). Age of onset is generally between 50 and
69, and does not differentiate by gender.
This disease is slow and progressive, affecting the
subcortical structure of the basal nuclei, cortex, nucleus
of Meynert and nucleus locus coeruleus (Bayles & Kaszniak,
1987). The most obvious neurological change is loss of cells
in the substantia nigra in the basal ganglia and a
subsequent loss of dopamine. Communication between the
substantia nigra and the corpus striatum is impaired as a
result.
Predominant symptoms of Parkinson's disease include
tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia. Frequently, the first
sign of Parkinson's disease is unilateral resting tremor.
Bayles and Kaszniak (1987) indicate that when tremor is the
initial symptom, the disease often progresses at a slower
rate during the first ten years. Tremor also is found to be
associated with earlier onset, a family history of PD, less
speech difficulty, relatively preserved mental and
functional abilities and a better prognosis.
Rigidity is identified as an increase in resting muscle
tonus or increased resistance to passive stretch through the
full range of motion (Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987). Combined
with resting tremor, cogwheel movements are produced.
Difficulty in initiation or inhibition of movement or a
general slowing of motor abilities, known as bradykinesia,
is characteristic of PD patients (Hutton, 1989).
Severity of symptoms range from strictly motor
deficits, to speech and cognitive disruption, to full
dementia. Other symptoms seen in Parkinson's disease are
stooped posture, shuffling gait, masked facies, monotonous
voice quality, reduced prosody, micrographia, drooling, lack
of arm swing when walking, loss of balance, constipation,
lack of bladder control, sexual dysfunction and depression
(Bayles & Kaszniak, 1987; Hutton. 1989). There seems to be
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variability in which of the above symptoms appear and to
what extent they impair function.
Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease is confirmed through
presentation of three major symptoms: a slow, resting
tremor, cogwheeling and bradykinesia (Hutton, 1989). A
diagnosis of PD is generally made when two of the three
major symptoms are present or when one major symptom and at
least two minor symptoms are identifiable.
Parkinson's disease progresses through a number of
stages. Hutton (1989) notes that these stages normally are
assessed using the Hoehn and Yahr scale. These stages are:
Stage 1 - unilateral symptoms;
Stage 2 - bilateral symptoms, balance not impaired;
Stage 3 - bilateral effects, balance impaired;
Stage 4 - symptoms functionally disabling;
Stage 5 - confined to bed or wheelchair.
Progression of the disease is highly variable. Typically, an
individual may have Parkinson's disease 15-20 years before
reaching Stages 4 or 5, but it is possible to progress to
those stages within five years of diagnosis. Patients also
may vacillate between stages with the use of L-dopa.
Subcortical Structures and Language
Historically, language has been attributed to the
cortex and subcortical structures were thought to control
motor abilities and relay sensory information. With the
advances in computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), a different picture of subcortical
functioning and language began to appear (Crosson, 1992).
The role of subcortical structures in language continues to
be expanded as research reveals more information. An
understanding of these functions will provide a clearer
picture of how the degeneration of subcortical structures in
Parkinson's disease impacts language and cognition.
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Crosson (1992) discusses the neuroanatomy and
afferent/efferent connections of the basal ganglia and
thalamus that are identified as important in language. The
primary structures in the basal ganglia identified are the
corpus striatum (caudate nucleus, putamen and globus
pallidus). Two distinct characteristics of the neostriatum
(caudate nucleus and putamen) are the "patch" and 'matrix"
compartments and the spiny I-type neurons that make up 96%
of the neurons in these areas. Patch and matrix compartments
are identified by the presence or absence of acetylcholine
markers. These compartments also are considered significant
because of the differing afferent and efferent projections.
Projections for the spiny I neurons appear to be outside the
striatum as well as to nearby neurons within the striatum.
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is a primary neurotransmitter
in the striatum, which is known as an inhibitory
neurotransmitter. The author suggests that those projections
to nearby neurons may have an inhibiting effect on
surrounding cells.
The major afferents to the neostriatum are the cortex
and substantia nigra. Crosson (1992) reports the corticostriatal projections are "selective but not exclusive" and
are not collaterals of the pyramidal motor system or
thalamus projections. Reciprocally connected cortical areas
appear to be adjacent rather than overlapping, and it is
suggested that they are organized medial to lateral rather
than anterior to posterior. Crosson states that because of
the dopamine input to the striatum, projections from the
substantia nigra are especially important. Efferent targets
for the caudate nucleus are the globus pallidus and
substantia nigra. Both the caudate nucleus and putamen
receive information from the prefrontal cortex and
somatosensory and motor cortices, but projections from the
motor cortex are heavier in the putamen and prefrontal
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cortex projections are similarly directed to the caudate
nucleus.
The globus pallidus is considered a linking structure,
without projections from the cortex. Projections from the
globus pallidus extend to the thalamus, subthalamic nucleus
and substantia nigra. The primary neurotransmitter is GABA
and it is believed the pal 1ido-subthalamo-pal1idal loop
suppresses unwanted movements.
Major thalamic structures for language include the
ventral lateral nucleus, pulvinar, dorsal medial nucleus and
anterior nuclei. Afferent targets of the ventral lateral
nucleus are the cerebellum, globus pallidus. motor and
premotor cortices. The motor cortex is the primary efferent
projection area for the ventral lateral nucleus. Afferent
and efferent projections of the pulvinar are reciprocal and
include the occipital cortex, including the primary visual
reception area, the superior temporal lobe, inferior
parietal lobe, the cortex and superior colliculus (Crosson,
1992). Also reciprocal, afferent and efferent projections
for the dorsal medial nucleus are found in the olfactory and
limbic systems, the temporal neocortex, substantia
innominata and the prefrontal cortex. The anterior nuclei
also impact the limbic system.
In addition, the cortico-thalamo-cortical and corticostriato-pal1ido-thalamo-cortical

loops that are present must

be considered as functionally important for language
production. These pathways for information may be damaged
through the degenerative progression of Parkinson's disease
and communication between structures disrupted. Crosson
(1992) suggests that a breakdown in the cortico-striatopallido-thalamo-cortical loop may contribute to the mild
naming difficulties and the syntax changes in individuals
with PD, especially subtle changes that resemble those due
to frontal lobe damage. However, as he points out, there is
often frontal atrophy in the later stages of the disease and
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degeneration may be present in both the frontal lobe and the
striatum.
Crosson concludes that these pathways are involved in
language, if for no other reason than they are needed for
communication between the various components of the language
system. He proposes that the role of the basal ganglia is
regulatory. Content of language is clearly assigned to the
cortex, but initiation, sequencing and other regulatory
processes that affect syntax and organization of language
can be attributed to subcortical structures.

Recent Investigations of Language Disruption
One of the concerns of present researchers is
differentiation of language difficulties due to the disease
process from problems resulting from motor deficits (Illes
et al., 1988). In addition, it is not clear whether language
patterns in Parkinson's reveal specific deficits or reflect
adaptive behaviors following motor disruptions (Lieberman et
al., 1990). Research efforts have produced as many questions
as answers to possible language disruptions with Parkinson's
disease. A summary of some current literature in this area
follows.
Prosody is known to be affected in Parkinson's disease.
Two studies mentioned here examined changes in prosody.
Darkins, Fromkin and Benson (1988) questioned whether
prosody was dependent on cortical, subcortical or combined
activity. The authors used subtests of the Boston Diagnostic
Aphasia Examination (BDAE) and the Western Aphasia Battery
(WAB) that assessed reading, writing, repetition, naming,
word finding and grammatical competence. The measure of
prosody used was comprehension and production of Noun
Compounds ( N O and Noun Phrases (NP). Thirty unilateral PD
patients and 15 normal controls were assessed on these
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measures. An acoustic analysis using spectrograms provided
information about pitch, frequency, etc.
There was evidence of hypophonia in all PD patients
tested. No difference was found between PD and controls on
prosody comprehension. However, PD patients were unable to
use different pitch contours to differentiate noun compounds
and noun phrases. The two groups did not differ on pause
length for noun compounds but pauses between noun phrases
were significantly different. It was suggested that
disordered prosody functioning is intrinsic to Parkinson's
disease and not part of another problem such as dementia or
aphasia. Evidence for this was based on the acoustic
analyses showing differences in pause duration and pitch
contours. In this study, it appears that production of
prosody is affected, but not comprehension. The linguistic
rules are intact, arguing against a cognitive deficit.
Darkins, Fromkin & Benson (1988) contend that the absence of
other language disruptions or dementia point to subcortical
involvement in prosody production. Integration of verbal
output with language may occur at the subcortical level.
In other research (Blonder. Gur & Gur. 1989).
Parkinson's patients were assessed for laterality of
differences in prosody. Parkinson's patients with unilateral
symptoms, grouped by hemisphere of symptoms, were compared
with normal controls on a neuropsychological battery and a
test of nonverbal skills. Expressive prosody samples were
audiotaped and analyzed by raters. Measures of nonverbal
communication included an evaluation of receptive and
expressive emotional and linguistic prosody, music
perception, comprehension of semantic emotion, receptive
facial emotion and facial identity.
Results of the study showed that comprehension and
expression of prosody were impaired in the following ways:
1) ability to discriminate word meaning from stress cues; 2)
production of question intonation and stress; and, 3)
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expression of emotions through prosody. There were no
laterality effects for emotional or linguistic prosody.
Facial and musical tasks were not more impaired in the LPD
group. The authors indicate results of this study support
the hypothesis that prosody is bilaterally controlled at the
subcortical level - a similar finding to that of Darkins,
Fromkin and Benson (1988).
In a more general examination of laterality effects.
Blonder, Gur, Gur, Saykin and Hurtig (1989) compared righthanded, mostly unilateral PD patients (identified as RPD/LPD
based on hemisphericity of symptoms) with normal controls.
The groups were tested with a neuropsychological battery,
including the Information and Vocabulary sections of the
WAIS-R. Other language tests used were Comprehension of
Complex Ideational Material and Animal Naming, the
Controlled Oral Word Association, Sentence Repetition, and
the Boston Naming Test, Findings of the study were that PD
patients were worse than controls on most tests, but there
were no substantial differences between RPD and LPD subjects
except on Animal Naming and the WCST-Number Correct.
Overall, there were no significant differences due to
laterality of symptoms.
Syntactic complexity has been seen as an important area
of language disruption in Parkinson's disease. Again, the
question arises as to the source of this disruption.
Lieberman, Friedman and Feldman (1990) address this concern
by utilizing a task with minimal motoric requirements, the
Rhode Island Test of Language Structure (RITLS), This
instrument normally is used to assess hearing-impaired
children. Responses are dependent on linguistic knowledge
rather than memory, and the test is not timed.
The purpose of this study was to determine if reduced
syntactic complexity is a result of the disease process or
if the change in speech output is adaptive behavior to
overcome motor production problems. Of the 39 subjects,
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eight were demented. Normal controls were not used in this
study. The subjects were scored on overall number of errors
and a comparison of errors on simple versus complex
sentences was made. Results showed that comprehension errors
were made primarily with moderately complex syntax. Errors
were not due to difficulties in attention, concept
formation, vocabulary or sentence length. Motoric
requirements of this task are minimal so it was assumed that
errors were a consequence of the disease process rather than
compensation for decreased motor activity. Also, a
difference was found between simple and complex syntax. The
motor requirements were identical, so it seems that the
higher error rates for the complex syntax were due to an
inability to use syntactic rules. These findings contradict
those of Illes (1989). This inconsistency probably is
derived from differences in task demands. Illes used a
spontaneous speech sample, while this study is more
structured and possibly more sensitive to differences. Illes
states that the majority of the tasks she used are not
sensitive to processes of intention and language planning.
A study of the comprehension of the relational time
terms "before" and "after" (Natsopoulos, Mentenopoulos.
Bostantzopoulou, Katsarou, Grouios & Logothetis, 1991)
provides further information about the relationship of
semantics, cognitive factors and syntax in these structures.
Other studies have indicated disruption of these structures
in aphasia. This 2X8 factorial design

varied dependent

clauses on whether the conjunction was preposed or embedded
in the construction of a main clause event. Both simple and
complex sequenced events were used in these constructions.
Parkinson's patients and normal controls were compared, but
after initial analysis normal control data was disregarded.
Normal control performance on these tasks was almost without
error, so PD patients were compared by laterality.
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Clearly, PD patients and normal controls were
significantly different on comprehension. Differences in PD
groups depended on laterality. It was found that PD patients
had better comprehension if the order of the event coincided
with event occurrence. The authors suggest that PD patients
may use an order of event strategy. Left-branching clauses
appeared easier than right-branching clauses on simple
sequenced events, but there was no difference in performance
for complex sequenced events. Comprehension of

before" was

significantly better than 'after.' There was evidence that
PD patients used a limited set of surface structure
constraints to process information. Without these
constraints (like order of mention), there is some inertia
in processing due to reduced flexibility. It was determined
that these differences were not due to memory problems.
Overall, the study showed no differentiation in
performance on semantic properties. The effects of syntax
were inconsistent for simple and complex structures. It is
suggested by these authors that complexity may have been
confounded with order of mention or that the simple and
complex sequenced events may not be as sensitive a measure
as one might think. The disintegration of the relational
terms in PD patients is not predictable, so that dissolution
may be selective.
Finally, several researchers have investigated
differences in language abilities based on progression of
the disease. Levin, Llabre and Weiner (1988) examined
changes in Parkinson's patients with a diagnosis of less
than two years from normal controls on a battery of neuropsychological tasks. The Parkinson's patients were found to
be significantly more impaired on verbal fluency, months
backwards and proverb interpretation than controls. There
were no signficant differences in word retrieval, conceptual
reasoning, recitation of learned information in sequence.
Parkinson's patients were significantly impaired on all
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memory tasks for both immediate and delayed recall of verbal
discourse and word lists.
There appears to be significant deterioration of
neuropsychological function during the first two years of
Parkinson's disease (Levin et al., 1988), Frontal lobe
functions may be impaired, especially deficiencies in
initiating, sustaining and shifting set, PD patients had
impaired performance on tasks requiring the ability to
organize and integrate visuospatial material, but basic
perceptual abilities were not affected. Organization of
strategies is impaired as a component of memory. The authors
contend that early cognitive deficits in PD may be due to
dysfunctional subcortical dopaminergic pathways to the
frontal lobes.
Similar to her study contrasting types of dementia.
Illes compared mild and moderate PD subjects with normal
controls (Illes, Metter, Hanson & Iritani, 1988), Variables
examined were essentially identical in the two studies, but
utilize different tasks. Subjects were asked to read the
Grandfather" passage and to provide a spontaneous speech
sample based on autobiographical material. The samples were
audiotaped and speech analysis was done as well as language
analysis. Four variables appear to be important in
distinguishing PD patients from controls: fundamental
frequency (higher in PD patients); intensity (decreased in
Parkinsonian speech); words per silent hesitation; and
proportion of open optional phrases per total number of
phrases, PD subjects produced shorter chunks of
uninterrupted speech but longer sentences than controls.
This was related to structured sequences of messages and not
their complexity.
Moderate PD patients differed from mild PD patients by
reduced syntactic complexity and increased production of
filled hesitations with increasing severity. The relative
reduction in the number of words produced per silent
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hesitation, changes in semantic form and an eventual
decrease in syntactic complexity with increasing severity of
the disease provides some evidence for linguistic
deterioration as part of the disease process. There is
evidence of deficits in verbal generation and recall. Other
research has shown that concept formation and concept
completion also may be affected.
Finally, research by Huber, Friedenberg, Shuttleworth,
Paulson and Clapp (1989) refutes these claims. Two
experiments were done to differentiate unilateral from
bilateral effects of Parkinson's disease. The subjects were
matched for severity of the disease and intellectual
impairment, and laterality was considered in both
experiments. Measures of auditory verbal comprehension,
vocabulary, confrontational naming, word list generation and
verbal fluency were used. Matching for severity and
intellectual impairment, no differences were found. The
authors report no language differences on any of the
measures. It must be noted, however, that these particular
assessments were not found to be different in other studies.
In fact, these abilities are found to be fairly stable. The
value of these findings is the implication that these
abilities are stable with increasing severity of disease.
Neurolinguistics and Spontaneous Speech
A component of any aphasia assessment is examination
of spontaneous speech production. No one is without error in
speech production, so it is important to determine what
constitutes abnormal speech patterns or production. Several
studies have looked at these differences.
One study by Glosser, Wiener and Kaplan (1988) found
that aphasics had as many linguistic variations as normal
subjects, but when visual contact was limited between
speaker and listener aphasics reduced the amount of gestures
and increased complex verbalizations. Context also was
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important to error variability. These authors contend that
these variations are relatively consistent for anyone
regardless of language ability, within a social context.
A factor analysis of spontaneous speech measures and a
naming test was done with 121 aphasics, resulting in five
distinct linguistic factors (Vermeulen, Bastiaanse & Van
Wageningen, 1989). These factors reflect expressive
performance in aphasia. They include: syntactic ability,
phonological paraphasia, neologistic paraphasia,
articulatory impairment and vocabulary.
Factor 1, syntactic ability, is reflected in rate of
speaking, MLU (mean length of utterance), conjunctions and
auxilaries. Symptoms related to this factor are slow speech,
short word-groupings, and a lack of certain grammatical
morphemes.
Phonological paraphasia (Factor 2) involves neologisms
and articulation. Phonological error is the primary symptom
associated with this factor. Factor 3 (neologistic
paraphasia) is closely related to Factor 2, involving
irrelevant paraphasia and neologisms. Reduced naming loads
negatively on this factor.
The fourth factor is articulatory impairment. Literal
perseverations and seconds incomprehensible load positively
on this factor while articulation loads negatively. Finally,
the fifth factor is vocabulary. Variables contributing to
this factor are prepositions, TTRC (vocabulary size type/token ratio), naming and empty words. This article
suggests that our understanding of impairment can be
furthered by a more microstructural approach. Linguistic
components reveal a great deal about the structure of the
abilities assessed by the aphasia batteries.
Using spontaneous speech samples, Illes (1989)
identified a number of differences in the neurolinguistic
profiles of Alzheimer's, Huntington's, and Parkinson's
patients. Aspects of temporal, syntactic and lexical forms
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in language samples of these subjects were compared.
Temporal forms were hesitations, repetitions, incomplete
phrases, coitext-related comments and interjections.
Syntactic complexity was a measure of syntactic form, and
verbal deviations and open/closed class subject phrases
comprised lexical forms.
Results of this study indicated that language was
disrupted in each degenerative disease, but in a pattern
that was unique to that disease process. Temporal
interruptions were often seen in Alzheimer's and
Huntington's patients, while temporal form in Parkinson's
patients were distinguished by long hesitations in speech
production. There was a reduction in syntactic complexity in
Huntington's, while both Alzheimer's and Huntington's
language patterns revealed a number of verbal paraphasias.
Closed class phrases were typical of Huntington's and
Alzheimer's, but Parkinson's patients produced more closed
class phrases.
Language analysis also has been identified as one means
of differentiating Alzheimer's dementia from Wernicke's
aphasia (Nicholas, Obler, Albert & Helm-Estabrooks; 1985).
In this study, language samples from normal subjects, anomic
aphasics, Alzheimer's patients and Wernicke's aphasics were
analyzed for the presence of

empty speech.

Empty speech

was considered to be words or phrases detracting or failing
to contribute to a target description. It was found that
empty speech was most indicative of Wernicke's aphasia.
Alzheimer's patients used many deictic and indefinite terms,
but few neologisms, literal paraphasias or verbalphonological paraphasias.
Discuss ion
There appear to be some commonalities between language
disruptions due to Parkinson's disease and those reflecting
the normal process of aging. Speech disorders are similar,
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although due to different underlying processes. Both groups
may experience dysarthria or hypophonia. Voice frequency or
intensity can be affected. However, speech disruptions
caused by aging are unlikely to be debilitating as is
frequently the case with Parkinson's patients.
Language differences are more distinct. It should be
noted that many of the language studies cited used a normal
elderly population as controls. That in itself displays some
of the differentiation between the groups. Both groups
utilize compensating strategies to complement language
functioning. Memory impairments due to aging may in part
affect some language skills. The same deficits seen in
Parkinsonians usually reflect an inability to integrate or
organize information rather than failure to hold an item in
memory. Semantic knowledge remains intact for both PD
patients and the elderly. Changes in use of syntactic rules
or reduced syntactic complexity can be seen. These changes
are indicators of memory impairment in the elderly, but
again, subcortical integration difficulties are likely to
produce reduced syntactic complexity with Parkinson's
disease.
Language disturbances in Parkinson's disease have not
been clearly defined, although some attempts have been made.
However, what information is available suggests there are
distinct differences in Parkinson's patients language skills
that are not associated with normal aging. Systematic
research is lacking in both the aging and Parkinson's
literature. Inconsistencies in findings point to
discrepancies in methods of research. Validity becomes an
issue for some studies. Further research obviously is
required to provide a representative view of language
impairment.
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUMENTS
The Executive Interview (EXIT)
The Executive Interview (EXIT) is a 15-minute bedside
assessment measure of executive cognitive function (ECF)
(Royall et al., 1993).

The 25-item test does not measure

the cognitive process of executive function directly, but
observes behavioral responses to items triggering executive
dyscontrol. A higher EXIT score indicates greater difficulty
with executive functioning.
The instrument has both high internal consistency and
interrater reliability, and correlates with other measures
of executive function (Royall, Mahurin & Gray; 1992), In
addition, the EXIT has been shown to be more sensitive to
impairment than the Folstein Mini-Mental Status Examination
(MMSE) (Royall, et al., 1993). Royall and his colleagues
found that qualitatively subcortical patients were
misclass if led by the MMSE alone. Often, an executively
impaired patient with no cortical features would appear
"normal" on the MMSE, therefore being mislabeled as early
dementia. Up to 40 percent of demented patients in their
study without cortical features presented in this manner. As
the EXIT scores strongly correlated with behavior problems,
this information is important in the care of dementia
pat ients,
Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R)
The original version of the Weschler Memory Scale
(Wechsler, 1945) was considered useful but it was cautioned
that norms should not be used as performance criteria (Berg,
Franzer & Wedding, 1987). There were seven subtests:
Personal and Current Information, Orientation, Mental
Control. Logical Memory, Digit Span, Visual Reproduction and
Associate Learning, The normative population was small (200)
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and there were an unreported number of age groups. The norms
lacked information regarding the intellectual abilities of
the subjects (Berg, Franzer & Wedding. 1987), Hulicka (1966)
reported additional normative data increasing the age range,
Russell (1975) developed a modified scoring system that
incorporated retesting of Logical Memory and Visual
Reproduction 30 minutes after initial testing, Retesting
provided six scores: Verbal Short-Term, Verbal Long-Term,
Verbal % Retained, Figural Short-Term, Figural Long-Term,
and Figural 5 Retained (Berg, Franzer & Wedding, 1987),
Russell's (1975) argument for different scoring was based on
new knowledge regarding short-term and long-term memory and
brain damage that had developed in the years that the WMS
had been in use. Later, Russell's work was refuted (Crosson
et al,, 1984), While Russell's techniques were an
improvement on Wechsler (1945), the norms for Logical Memory
were too stringent (Crosson et al,, 1984). As a result,
scores on Visual Reproduction and Logical Memory subtests
were not comparable (Crosson et al., 1984) as a means of
assessing lateralization of brain injury as suggested by
Russell (1975). Rather than use Russell's scoring
categories, Crosson et al, (1984) suggested use of composite
mean and standard deviation T scores, based on pooled
cr iter ia.
Finally, the Wechsler Memory Scale was revised
(Wechsler, 1987), Scoring criteria for the Logical Memory
subtest were changed in the new version. Logical Memory,
part of the General Memory Composite, tested for verbal
content.
The Logical Memory subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale
- Revised provides both immediate and delayed recall
conditions, comprised of two short paragraphs or stories.
The first paragraph has 24 memory units or ideas, while the
second paragraph contains 22 memory units (Berg, Franzer &
Wedding, 1987), When the information is repeated, the
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subtest score is obtained by counting one point for each
remembered unit and combined points for both stories giving
a total score.
In order to assess the validity of the WMS-R, a factor
analysis was done. Logical Memory loaded on Factor I with
Visual Reproduction and Associative Learning, as a measure
of learning and immediate recall of both verbal and visual
material (Wechsler. 1987). The instrument has a reliability
coefficient of .74 and high interscorer reliability
(Wechsler, 1987),
The Logical Memory subtest has proven to be a sensitive
measure of deficits due to brain injury (Russell, 1975).
Gass and Russell (1986) found delayed recall (Logical Memorv
II) and Digit Symbol from the WAIS to differentiate between
patients with and without brain lesion better than between
depressed and non-depressed patients.
Western Aphasia Battery (WAB)
Often, the initial evaluation of aphasia (loss of
previously intact language function) may come as part of a
standard neuropsychological battery. Most prominent
screening devices include the Aphasia Screening Test (AST),
the Token Test and the Boston Naming Test (Berg, Franzen &
Wedding, 1987). A neuropsychological battery will readily
assess verbal fluency, writing fluency, reading fluency and
other academic skills.
The factors most often rated in assessment of aphasia
are fluency, rate of speech, phrase length, grammaticality,
articulation, melodic line and paraphasias (Kertesz, 1986).
The initial client interview, including a picture
description and simple motor activity, identifies a number
of the above factors.
Some of the most prominent aphasia batteries are:
Eisenson's Examination for Aphasia (MTDDA), the Neurosensory
Center Comprehension Examination for Aphasia (NCCEA), the
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Porch Index of Communicative Abilities (PICA). Boston
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE) and the Western
Aphasia Battery (WAB)(Kertesz, 1986), The batteries vary
widely in procedure, length, standardization and
differentiation ability.
The most frequently used batteries are the BDAE and the
WAB, The BDAE is long, with a full battery taking 1-4 hours
to administer (Lezak, 1983). It is seldom given in its
entirety. However, portions of it frequently are used in a
clinical setting. Clients are categorized into one of the
classical aphasia types and inferences have been made
regarding localization of lesion from these categories
(Kearns, 1990). Ratings of the clients are displayed on a
Rating Scale of Speech Characteristics and a Aphasia
Severity Rating Scale also is provided.
The WAB, according to Lezak (1983),

"borrowed

many

items from the BDAE as its authors sought to identify
subtypes with this instrument. The WAB was intended to be
used as a research instrument as well as a clinical tool.
Total scores of performance are calculated and compared to
norms. The entire battery administration is under two hours.
One concern regarding the WAB is that because it is used for
differential diagnosis, the classifications are forced, so
that they may not always be correct in ambiguous cases
(Kearns, 1990). This contrasts with possibility that almost
half of the aphasics assessed are not classifiable on the
BDAE (Kearns, 1990),
The Western Aphasia Battery provides a means to assess
and classify aphasic patients that is quantifiable. The
battery is standardized, with high construct validity,
internal consistency, test-retest reliability, intra- and
inter-judge reliability (Kertesz & Phipps, 1980; Risser &
Spreen, 1985).
Modified from the BDAE, the WAB contains ten language
subtests. These include: fluency of spontaneous speech,
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information content, auditory comprehension, auditory word
discrimination, sentence comprehension, repetition, naming,
word fluency, sentence completion and responsive speech.
Scores are obtained for each of the subtests.
The WAB provides several comparative measures: the
Aphasia Quotient (AQ) that examines performance across
subtests; a severity scale; and a taxonomic classification
of eight subtypes (Risser & Spreen, 1985). An index of
cortical functioning (Cortical Quotient - CQ) is derived
from weighted scores of the reading and writing, praxis and
construction subtests (Shewan & Kertesz, 1980).
It is suggested that the Aphasia Quotient (AQ)
primarily represents the expressive abilities of the client
(Crary & Rothi, 1989), In a correlational study of 100
aphasic patients, Crary and Rothi found that the Information
Content subtest was the best predictor of the AQ, They
suggest the strong predictability of this subtest is a
strength of the battery. Tackling the question of how a few
questions and a picture description can be so predictable,
these authors contend that a high score on this subtest
requires some amount of intact auditory and verbal
comprehension.
Another study (Fromm, Greenhouse, Holland & Swindell,
1986) sought to identify a cutoff score for differentiating
normal and cognitively impaired patients on the Cortical
Quotient of the WAB. In theory, this score should assess the
underlying cognitive processes that are illustrated in
aphasia. Using box plots and stem and leaf displays on 111
scores, a cutoff score of 90 was determined to be
differentiating of normal and cognitively impaired patients.
As a research instrument, the WAB provides flexibility
and quantifiable measures. Although it is not exclusively
used in assessment, stable psychometric features and
standardized norms make it a useful tool for research.
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System.atic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT)
There are a number of ways to analyze language samples.
Clinical judgements of speech pathologists are accurate, but
not comprehensive (Shewan & Donner. 1988). A number of tools
have been developed to assist the clinician in language
assessments. One well-established method is the Shewan
Spontaneous Language Analysis (SSLA) (Shewan, 1988).
Some of the analyses performed by the SSLA are: number
of utterances, speaking time, rate of speech, MLU, melody,
articulation, complex sentences, syntactic and morphological
errors, content units, paraphasias, repetitions and
communication efficiency (Shewan, 1988). There is high
correlation with clinical judgements and intrajudge,
interjudge and test-retest reliabilities are good.
However, the SSLA requires manual transcription and
calculation. Another method of language analysis is the
Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT). This
method has two advantages: it is computerized so that
tedious analyses are automatically done for the user, and
the protocol is recognized by the CHILDES (Child Language
Data Exchange System) database (MacWhinney & Snow, 1989).
The CHILDES database is an open repository of various
language samples, available for continuing research.
SALT is primarily used with children to study language
acquisition, but it also is applicable to adult or disrupted
language. For example, SALT was used to analyze speech
samples of an adult aphasic patient (Holland et al., 1985),
to monitor gradual improvement following a stroke, SALT
easily facilitates a measurement of change over time.
The SALT program will analyze data from one or more
speakers and assesses morphemic, pragmatic and semantic
aspects of language (Weston, Shriberg & Miller, 1989).
Samples are entered into the program using standard English
orthography. There are a number of pre-set analyses that
address three major areas: (1) structural form; (2)
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pragmatic behavior; and (3) semantic development.
Transcription generally takes seven minutes for each minute
of recorded conversation (Weston, Shriberg & Miller, 1989).
Standard analyses include information about MLU (mean
length of utterance), turn-taking in discourse, syntactical
complexity, type-token ratio, rate of speech and pause
summaries, and topic changes. Irregular speech or neologisms
can be coded as "mazes' and analyzed separately. Almost any
morphological or semantic component of speech production can
be coded for further analysis.
In a presentation to the American Speech-LanguageHearing Association, Jon Miller (one of SALT's creators)
described the ongoing research on this program and the
potential for implementation (Miller, Freiberg, Rolland &
Reeves, 1992). In 1982, SALT was developed in response to a
need for a consistent transcription format, a set of
standard analysis routines that would cover ail levels of
language production performance and a database of normally
developing children for comparison (Miller et al., 1992),
A Reference Database (RDB) was created, composed of 384
language samples of 192 normally developing children (Miller
et al., 1992). Two versions of each transcripts were
analyzed, the first equating production (100 complete and
intelligible utterances) and the other equating duration
(all utterances in a 12-minute interval).
Miller and his colleagues were able to distinguish
between variables marking progress and variables that
suggested disordered performance (Miller et al., 1992).
Indices of developmental progress were identified as mean
length of utterance, number of different words (DW) in 100
complete and intelligible utterences (index of semantic
diversity), and total number of words (TW) in a 12-minute
sample (index of verbal productivity). Disordered
performance is reflected in the number and kind of mazes
(such as false starts, repetitions and reformulations).
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Miller argues that a child may be language impaired and
still fall within normal limits on a standardized battery
(Miller et al,. 1992), The methods of the SALT program allow
quantification of mazes, word-finding difficulties, errors
at different levels of speech production/comprehension,
false starts, repetitions, hesitations (time lags), etc. The
program can identify where and how often speech is
disrupted. Of course, the program is dependent on
identification of predicted patterns. Careful coding of
transcripts is essential to obtaining meaningful
informat ion.
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APPENDIX C
CORRELATIONAL TABLES
Table 11:
AGE
AGE
1
EDUC
EXIT
LOGMl
LMl-A
LMl-B
KWRDl
KDETl
SEQIA
SEQIB

Pearson's Correlations for Memory and
Cognitive Measures of Logical Memory I
EDUC

-,00
, 24
1 -. 31
I

Table 12:

AGE
AGE
EDUC
EXIT
LOGMl
LMl-A
LMl-B
KWRDl
KDETl
SEQIA
SEQIB

EXIT

LMI

LMIA

LMIB

KWl

-.07

-, 12

-. 13 -. 05

. 38
-. 38

.42
-.40
.93
1

-.02
, 30
-. 31

1

. 93
. 74

1

KDl

.34
.43
-, 49 -. 26
. 95 . 89
. 90 ,88
. 87 , 80
1 . 78
1

SEQIA SEQIB
-, 30
. 34

. 01
. 29
-. 40 -. 33
, 70 . 82
, 80 . 63
. 76
. 61

. 90
. 81
. 62

1

. 37

. 51

1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Memory and Cognitive Measures of Logical
Memory I
EDUC

EXIT

LMI

LMIA

38
38

. 42
-. 40
.93

LMIB

KWl
. 43
-, 49

. 93
. 74

KDl
. 34

SEQIA
. 34

-. 40

. 95
, 90

, 89
, 88

, 87

. 80
, 78

SEQIB

. 70

. 80
. 51
. 76
. 61

-. 33

, 82
, 63
, 90
, 81
.62
. 37

Only significant coefficients printed; p
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05

Table 13:

AGE

Pearson's Correlations for Memory and
Cognitive Measures of Logical Memory II
EDUC

AGE
1
EDUC
EXIT
LM2
LM2A
LM2B
KW2
KD2
SEQ2A
SEQ2B

Table

14:

AGE

EXIT

-.00
. 24
1 -, 31
1

LM2

-.09
. 25
-. 53

1

LM2A

LM2B

-. 19 -, 03
.22
. 23
-.47 -, 51

.93
1

, 92

KW2

KD2

SEQ2A
-. 24
. 29
-. 39

-. 58 -,43
. 95 , 93

, 73

. 90

. 90

1

, 86

, 83
.85

1

. 69
. 79
, 47
. 73

, 64
1

1

SEQ2B
-. 04
, 21
-, 47
, 84
, 70
. 86
. 85
. 77
. 41

1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Memory and Cognitive Measures of Logical
Memory II
EDUC

EXIT

LM2

LM2A

LM2B

-. 53

47
93

51
92
73

KW2

KD2

SEQ2A

SEQ2B

AGE
EDUC

EXIT
L0GM2
LM2-A
LM2-B
KWRD2
KDET2
SEQ2A
SEQ2B

58
95

, 93

39
69
79

85

47
73
64

-, 43

Only significant coefficients are printed; p <
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05

-,47
. 84
. 70
, 86
, 85
, 77
. 41

Table 15

Pearson's Correlations for Fluency Measures
of Logical Memory I

STAGE
STAGE
EXIT
LMI
TOTUTT
DIFFWD
TOTWDS
MLU
WPM

1

Table 16

STAGE
STAGE
EXIT
LMI
TOTUTT
DIFFWD
TOTWDS
MLU
WPM

EXIT

LMI

TOTUTT

DIFFWRD

TOTWDS

. 50
1

-.44
-. 38
1

. 15
.24
-. 17
1

.01
.03
.48
.49
1

MLU

WPM

,08
,08

-.01

-,07
-,07

, 35
. 56
. 96
1

. 43
-. 61
. 13

-. 30

, 08
1

. 56

-,42
, 30
, 22

, 60
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Fluency Measures of Logical Memory I
EXIT

LMI

50

-. 44
-, 38

TOTUTT

DIFFWRD

48
49

TOTWDS

. 35
, 56
. 96

MLU

WPM

, 43
-, 61

, 56

-. 42

, 60

Only significant coefficients are printed; p < ,05
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Table 17

Pearson's Correlations for Fluency Measures
of Spontaneous Speech
STAGE

STAGE
EXIT
TOTUTT
DIFFWD
TOTWDS
MLU

Table 18

. 50
1

TOTUTT

DIFFWRD

TOTWDS

MLU

. 18

-. 12
-. 14
, 35
1

-. 10

-, 27
-, 25
-, 41

. 28
1

-,05
,43
. 94
1

. 58
, 58
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Fluency Measures of Spontaneous Speech
STAGE

STAGE
EXIT
TOTUTT
DIFFWD
TOTWDS
MLU
Only

EXIT

significant

EXIT

TOTUTT

DIFFWRD

TOTWDS

MLU

50
35

43
94

coefficients are printed; p <

131

-. 41
. 58
. 58

05

Table 19:

Pearson's Corrrelations for Maze Types on
Logical Memory I

STAGE
STAGE
EXIT
LMI
MFILL
MPS
MREF
MREP
TOTMAZ

50
1

STAGE

Only

LMI
-.44
-.38
1

MFILL
.05
-.17
.04
1

MFS

MREP

MREF

. 26

, 06

-.08
-. 12

-. 05

. 27

1

Table 20:

STAGE
EXIT
LMI
MFILL
MFS
MREF
MREP
TOTMAZ

IT
EXIT

TOTMAZ

, 34
, 10

, 15
-. 14

, 32
. 23
, 09

-,09
, 34
, 28

, 96
, 41

1

,05
1

. 38
. 52
1

, 06

Significant Pearson's Correlations for Maze
Types on Logical Memory I
EXIT
50

significant

LMI

MFILL

MFS

MREF

MREP

TOTMAZ

34

-, 44
-. 38
, 32

34

coefficients are printed; p <

132

05

. 96
. 41
, 38
. 52

Table 21:

Pearson's Correlations for Maze Types on
Spontaneous Speech

STAGE
STAGE
EXIT
MFILL
MFS
MREF
MREP
TOTMAZ

50
1

MFILL

MFS

MREF

-,07
-. 21
1

, 28
,05
, 29
1

, 05
,02
. 13
,03
1

MREP
-, 02
-, 16
, 35
. 15
-. 16

TOTMAZ

-.04
-. 20
, 90
. 35

, 30

1

. 63

1

Table 2 2 :

Significant Pearson's Correlations
Types on Spontaneous Speech

STAGE
STAGE
EXIT
MFILL
MFS
MREF
MREP
TOTMAZ

EXIT

EXIT

MFILL

MFS

MREF

for Maze

MREP

TOTMAZ

50
35

, 90
, 35

. 63

Only significant coefficients are printed; p <

133

05

Table 23 :
STG
STG 1
EXIT
LOGMl
INTRU
TANG
PERSV
SUB
EMPTY
RUNON
INCOMP
TOTERR

Table 24

STG
STAGE
EXIT
LOGMl
INTRU
TANG
PERSV
SUB
EMPTY
RUNON
INCOMP
TOTERR

Pearson's Correlations f or Sp eech Errors on
Logical Memory I

EXIT

LMI INTR

. 50
1

-. 44 -. 10
-.38
.11

1 -.04
1

PRSV

SUB

. 52 -.03
.32 -.04

. 52

TANG

.43
-.21 -. 10 -. 22
-. 07
. 32 .02
1 -.05 . 39
1 .01
1

EMPT
. 14
,01
-, 14
-, 21
, 29
-, 10

.04
1

RUN

INC TERR

-.11 . 14 . 49
-. 19 , 18 . 39
. 34 -•, 23 -. 27
, 10 ,09 . 16
-.07 , 20 , 66
-. 15 . 50 , 31
-. 07 . 15 , 70
-. 08 . 26 , 34
1 -•. 32 -. 05
1

. 68
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Speech Errors on Logical Memory I
EXIT
50

LMI INTR TANG PRSV
-. 44
-. 38

52

SUB

EMPT

RUN

INC TERR

. 52
. 43

, 49
, 39
. 34

32
39

, 66
50
, 70
, 34

, 68

Only significant coefficients printed; p <

134

05

Table 25:

STAGE
EXIT
INTRU
TANG
PERSV
EMPTY
RUNON
INCOMP
TOTERR

STGE

EXIT

1

.50
1

Table 26:

STGE

STAGE
EXIT
INTRU
TANG
PERSV
EMPTY
RUNON
INCOMP
TOTERR

Pearson's Correlations for Speech Errors on
Spontaneous Sp>eech
INTR
.08
. 21
1

TANG

PRSV

EMPT

.49

-.02

, 55
.23
1

. 26
. 57

. 36
. 32
, 16

.04 .42
1 - .02
1

RUN

INC

, 14 . 31
-. 04 . 30
. 10 -. 23
. 28 . 14
-. 17 -.04
-.06
, 15
1 -. 14

1

TERR
, 54
. 55
, 16
, 71
. 10

, 48
, 25
, 73
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Speech Errors on Spontaneous Speech
EXIT

, 50

INTR

TANG

PRSV

49
55

EMPT

RUN

INC

TERR

, 36
, 32

. 54
. 55

. 42

. 71

57

, 48
. 73

Only significant coefficients printed; £ < .05
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Table 27
STGE
STAGE 1
EXIT
LOGMl
CNJ &
TOTCNJ
PPN
DETERM
DIFFWDS
TOTWDS

Table

28

STGE
STAGE
EXIT
LOGMl

CNJ_&
TOTCNJ
PPN
DETERM
DIFFWDS
TOTWDS

Pearson's Correlations for Diversity
Measures of Logical Memory I
EXIT

LMI

CNJ_&

, 50 -, 44
1 -. 38
1

-.11
-, 20
. 56
1

TOTCNJ

PPN

DETRM

-.02
-. 18
.52
.92
1

. 18
. 19
.04

, 18
. 10
, 26
, 17
. 28
.23
1

, 33
. 38
1

DIFFWD TOTWD
.01
. 03
. 48
. 46
. 55

.64
. 51
1

. 08
. 08
. 35
. 50
. 58
. 75
. 48
. 96
1

S i g n i f i c a n t Pearson's Correlations for
D i v e r s i t y Measures of Logical Memory I
EXIT

LMI

50

-, 44
-. 38

CNJ &

56

TOTCNJ

52
92

PPN

DETRM

136

48
46
55
64
51

33
38

Only significant coefficients printed; p <

DIFFWD

05

TOTWD

, 35

. 50
, 58
, 75

, 48
. 96

Table 29
STGE
STAGE 1
EXIT
CNJ &
TOTCNJ
PPN
DETERM
DIFFWDS
TOTWDS

Table 30

STGE
STAGE
EXIT
CNJ_&.
TOTCNJ
PPN
DETERM
DIFFWDS
TOTWDS

Pearson's Correlations for Diversity
Measures of Spontaneous Speech
EXIT

CNJ_&

TOTCNJ

PPN

. 50
1

-. 13
-, 27
1

-, 11
-, 21

.09
. 10
. 51

. 93
1

. 73
1

DETERM

DIFFWRD TOTWDS
-. 12
-, 14

-.04
,05
, 31
, 44
, 41
1

, 56
, 72
. 75
, 39
1

-, 10
-. 05

. 60
, 79
, 86
. 52

. 94
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Diversity Measures of Spontaneous Speech
EXIT

CNJ &

TOTCNJ

PPN

DETERM

DIFFWRD TOTWDS

50
93

51
73

44
41

Only significant coefficients printed; p <
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56
72
75
39

05

60
79
86
52
94

Table 31:

STG
STG
1
EXTGP
EXIT
LOGMl
LMl-A
LMl-B
KWRDl
KDETl
SEQIA
SEQIB

Table 32

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
LOGMl
LMl-A
LMl-B
KWRDl
KDETl
SEQIA
SEQIB

Pearson's Correlations for Memory and
Cognitive Measures of Logical Memory I by
EXIT Group
EXTGP

LMI

EXIT

. 52

. 55

1

.93
1

LMIA

- , 44

-.48
- , 32 -. 36
- , 39 -.40
1
, 93
1

LMIB
-. 35
-. 24
-. 32

. 93
. 75

1

KWl

KDl

-. 54 -, 41

-,42 -, 21
-. 50 -, 26
. 89
.95
. 90 , 88
, 87 . 80
1 . 78
1

SEQIA SEQIB
-. 38 --,
-, 33 --,
-. 40 --,
. 70 ,

. 80
, 51
. 76
, 61

1

39
28
34

82
, 63
. 90
, 81
, 62

. 37

1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Memory and Cognitive Measures of Logical
Memory I by EXIT Group
EXTGP
. 52

LMI

EXIT
. 55

- . 44

, 93
-

. 39

LMIA

-. 48
-. 36
-.40
. 93

LMIB
-. 35
-, 32
. 93
. 75

KWl

KDl

-, 54 -, 41
-. 42
-, 50
. 95

, 90
, 87

SEQIA SEQIB
-. 38 --. 39
-. 33

-. 40 --, 34
. 70 . 82
,88
. 80 , 63
, 80
. 51 , 90
. 78
. 76 . 81
, 61
. 62
. 89

. 37

Only significant coefficients printed; p < .05
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Table

33

STG
STG
1
EXTGP
EXIT
L0GM2
LM2-A
LM2-B
KWRD2
KDET2
SEQ2A
SEQ2B

Table

34

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
L0GM2
LM2-A
LM2-B
KWRD2
KDET2
SEQ2A
SEQ2B

P e a r s o n ' s C o r r e l a t i o n s for Memory and
C o g n i t i v e M e a s u r e s of Logical Memory II by
EXIT G r o u p
EXTGP
. 52
1

EXIT

LM2

, 55

- , 58
, 93 -.49
1 - . 54
1

LM2A
-. 55

-,42
-.48
,93
1

LM2B

KW2

KD2

SEQ2A SEQ2B

-, 51 -. 70 -. 50 -. 50 --. 59
-,49 -. 54 -. 41 -. 37 --. 45
-. 52 -. 59 -. 44 -. 41 --. 49
. 69 . 84
. 95 . 93
, 92
, 70
, 79
.90 , 90
, 73
. 47 . 86
. 86 . 83
1
1

, 85
1

. 73

. 64
1

, 85
. 77
, 41
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Memory and Cognitive Measures of Logical
Memory II by EXIT Group
EXTGP
. 52

EXIT
. 55

. 93

LM2
-. 58
-, 49
- , 54

LM2A
-, 55

-. 42
-,48
, 93

LM2B

KW2

KD2

-. 70 -. 50
-, 54 -, 41
-. 59 -, 44
. 95 , 93
, 92
, 73
. 90 , 90
. 86 . 83
. 85

-, 51
-.49
-, 52

SEQ2A SEQ2B
-, 50 --, 59
-, 37 --. 45
-, 41 --, 49

, 69

. 84

. 79

. 70
. 86
, 85

. 47
, 73

, 64

Only significant coefficients printed; p
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05

. 77
. 41

T a b l e 35

STG
STG
1
EXTGP
EXIT
HESIIN
HESIM
HES2IN
HES2M

Table 36

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
HESIIN
HESIM
HES2IN
HES2M

P e a r s o n ' s C o r r e l a t i o n s for Initial/Embedded
H e s i t a t i o n Speech Errors for Logical Memorv
I and II by Stage and EXIT G r o u p
EXTGP

EXIT

HESIIN

HESIM

HES2IN

HES2M

. 52
1

, 50
, 93
1

, 17

.05
-, 25
-, 23
, 11
1

. 16
-. 06
.02

-,05
-. 27
-, 31
. 09
, 75
, 18
1

,02
.02
1

, 33
, 45
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Initial/Embedded Hesitation Speech Errors
for Logical Memory I and II by Stage and
EXIT Group
EXTGP
52

EXIT

HESIIN

HESIM

HES2IN

HES2M

33
45

75

, 50
, 93

Only significant coefficients are printed; p < ,05
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Table 37

STG

Pearson's Correlations for Incomplete
Sentence Speech Errors of Logical Memory I,
II and Spontaneous Speech by Stage and EXIT
Group
EXTGP

EXIT

INISP

STG
1
EXTGP
EXIT
INCISTOP
INCISTRUC
INC2ST0P
INC2STRUC
INC3ST0P
INC3STRUC

. 52
1

. 50
. 93
1

-. 04
-, 10
, 05
1

T a b l e 38

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Incomplete Sentence Speech Errors of
Logical Memory I, II and Spontaneous Speech
by Stage and EXIT Group

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
INCISTOP
INCISTRUC
INC2ST0P
INC2STRUC
INC3ST0P
INC3STRUC
Only

EXTGP
. 52

significant

EXIT

INISP

INISR
.
.
.
.

29
19
26
13
1

INISR

IN2SP

IN2SR

-.11
-. 17
-, 16
. 40
-.07
1

. 33
. 30
. 35
-. 06
. 72
, 01
1

IN2SP IN2SR

IN3SP

-. 14
, 36
-, 14
, 41
. 33
-, 11
, 38 -.00
, 05
, 54
. 10
. 40
-, 16
, 69
1 -. 16
1

IN3SP

33

50
93

IN3SH

IN3SR
, 36
. 41
. 33

35
. 38

.40
72

. 54
, 40
. 69

coefficients are printed; p < .05
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Table

39

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
S U B IN
SUBIC
SUB2N
SUB2C

1

Table 40

STG
STG
EXTGP
EXIT
SUBIN
SUBIC
SUB2N
SUB2C
Only

P e a r s o n ' s C o r r e l a t i o n s for Naming/Concept
S u b s t i t u t i o n Speech Errors of Logical
Memory I and 11 by Stage and EXIT G r o u p
EXTGP

EXIT

SUB IN

SUBIC

SUB2N

SUB2C

. 52
1

. 50

.23
. 28
. 28
1

. 55
, 28
, 39
. 27
1

.02
-,03
-. 15

, 17

, 93
1

. 26
,06
1

-, 20
-, 19
-, 00
, 38
. 30
1

Significant Pearson's Correlations for
Naming/Concept Substitution Speech Errors
of Logical Memory I and II by Stage and
EXIT Group
EXTGP
52

EXIT

SUBIN

50
93

SUBIC

SUB2N

SUB2C

. 55
. 39
, 38

significant

coefficients

are printed; p < ,05
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